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RECURRENCE - Dedication

" ... man can build within himself an 'Ark' and assemble
in it specimens of everything that is valuable in him.
In such a case these specimens will not perish. They
will survive death and be born again."
P.D.Ouspensky- New Model of the Universe 1934 p 57

RECURRENCE - Prologue

Extracts from P.D.O on the subject of recurrence.

What was the origin of the idea of recurrence?
Psychologically, there will be one answer, mathematically, another answer;
historically, a third answer.

If you mean psychologically, I think it is

the persistent and very definite feeling that children sometimes have that
'it happened before'.

For instance, they come to a new house or a new town

and have a feeling that all this has been.:
- The idea of recurrence may have many quite obvious faults, but mathematically
it is right and is certainly better than any other idea of this nature, because
otherwise without the idea of recurrence, there would be no past.

If there is

no past, there is no present, and if there is no present, where: are we?
cannot live in a world where all the present disappears.

We

• ••• if we travei

by tra.in we cannot expect::all the stations we pass to disappear, and those to
which we come to be built anew;
when we have passed.

they existed before we came ~d will be there

We know that everything dies, so it must be born again;

everything is destroyed, so it must be built again;

and r€currence is the only

theory which can answer.
Is i t true that none of us had ever met this system before?
I think it is quite true.

But possibly you met something similar.

the fact that I think so will not mean anything to you;

However,

you must find out for

yourselves why I think so.
- From the point of view of recurrence, may i t not be that some important
actions we made in a previous life are responsible for our tendencies now?
- Quite possibly.

Oru.y, there is one thing: this work did not exist before.

It may be that some other work did - there may be many differeni; kinds - but
not this.

This work did not exist before, that I am perfectly sure of.

- Recurrence, if it exists, is mechanical and baaed on mechanicalness.

A

school cannot be mechanical, so it must be under different laws, even if it is
an elementary school.

If a school exist .ed once in one form, next time it may

be·not in the same place, the same time or the same form •••••• You can rely on
something l~e Trafalgar Square recurring, but you cannot rely on schools from
the point of view of recurrence.
- There is one thing I want to add. in relation to worlds.
Absolute exists, all other things must exist;

As long as the

they have no right to die.

RECURRENCE - Foreword 1 & 2

P.D.Ouspensky " .. the idea of spiral begins with escaping
from the constant repetition of the same things , or from the
moment something new is introduced ... " The Fourth Way.
1/1-4

2/1-6

Foreword 1 What is life for? Movement around
circle of life and from its centre forming spiral of
man's creation , growth and life with 'real' time
values indicated. Possibility of remembering in
recurrence that "life is bliss" by keeping connection
with its centre via meditation.
Foreword 2 Possibility of 'doing' through connection
with life's centre. Increasing the value of 'now'.
Spirals of growth and regeneration. Includes
Sonnets 29,37 and 20.
The Foreword papers are also found in Vols II & Ill.
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What is life for - what is it a.11 about?

When, we t•rnre given

the med.itation the Maharishi used to say· "Life is b:tiss-

essentially

Man was born, to engoy - certainly not to su£:f"er·.,"

it is not a struggle..

But we need to know a. little more t'han this.,

We need' to know where we

are· going, what happens to us when we ffli.e, . nnd many other things •• ••
How a:11 our ordinary actions move in a direction round the circle-..
Although we may not see it,, they happen a-,gain an.d again..

And: if' 1the

c·ircle corresponds to our lifetime,. this means that life itself' repeats that the moment of death is· rrot an end but a be&inning

the beginning:

of nnother life :DEATH

BillTID

But even· if we knew this t-o be true,

the knowledge would not·

help us very muc'h- unless· we lrnew s·omething else.

This 'something· el.se'

is -the wccy out of' the ~ire-le· of' repetition - in1 other words,, movementtowards the centre..

It is in- t-his direc·tion that life is bliss, and

if we c-ould. find i 1i man;y things in our life would change - they would no1t

continue to repeat themselves,. over and. over again.
Actually· everything we do is a combination of' both these dire0:tions· everythinB' moves round the circle, and as· it does so it moves a little
nea.rer or a little further from the centre.
diredions 1·s a s pir-c>,l.

The resultant o-r· b-oth these

All our· activities are spirals,, but most 01 them

fade away or change their ·direc-tion.

UnU:ess there is a definite aill11
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behind them, and this aim is sustained for a very long·per.iod, iii
is· difficult, if not impossible, to follow their diree1ion.

But

with certain kinds of activity,. and. particularly with certain
natural processes, it is possible to follow their direcrlion more·
exactly, and to study the laws which c-ontrol them •.
Let us consider, for instance, the wcy in which man is created,

and grows throughout his li:fe.
shown

This will b~ a spiral of the kindl

below:- ·,

SPIBAL OF CREATION.
It will be seen that life begins at the centre of the c:ira:lJe, it is-· here that man is o:onceived..

As the spiral moves outwards'.

the embryo develops in the womb, and at the end of the first
segment we are born.

During the·next segment the child developl!t

and grous, and. by the end of this segment he is about 7 jPears· old.
From this point onwards adult life begins

first adoleso-ence,. theni

marriage and children, then middl'e· age, and finally old age andl
d.eath.

By the time full circrle is reached death comes· and' we:•

begin again - the clocks are put back, and once again man is
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conceived.

The embryo develops in the womb, and at the end of'·

the first segment we are born.

Childhood onc-e again, with all

its· ad.ventures - shall we remember how it was before?
Now if we look cm.ref'ully at the diagram-, we may notice t-ha;t thespiral of our lif~ moves through different areas- of the circ.le.

In

the first segment, from conception till biMh, it moves entirely in
the central area, area

3.

In the aec-ond. segment, from birth until

the end of childhood, it moves through the middle area, area 2.

And

only in the last seg1Uent·, during our adult life, does· it move thr'ough
area I.
This fact can tell us a great d'eal about these different areas it can show us what they are like ..
ia· hidden• from us

in the normal wey,.

Just as the central area, area

3,

so t_he period. in, the wombi

is hidden from us - we can remember nothing about it.

And yet it is·

a very important part of our life - in· 'real' time it occupies a third
of the whole circle.

During- this period everything belonging to our-

past life - everything of real value - is assembled. together again.
And when we are born we bring with us many memories from this period,or so we are told - memories of the life we lived before.

We are·

not just stupid babies when we are born, we are wise old men •.

Bu~

soon our parents begin to make baby noises at us, and we· quickly forget
what we knew so well, fl,nd imitate them instea.d.

As child.hood develops we are moving through the middle area, the
place where all our dreams and. pha.ntasies, our fears and our d.elights·
a.re situated...

During much of this period we live in a world of

make-believe.

And. yet it is a very clear world, full of vivid

memories, much neerer the centre of the circ,le than in la:f7er life.

One remembers how Christ spoke of children-how he said., "Verily· I
say unto you,. their angels do always behold the f'ac-e of rrry Father whieli:

is· in heaven".
And. then there is the third segment, during whieh we are moving

through area I.

This is· the period of adult life, when we develop

all our knowledge, all our skills, and all our experienc-e of the- world.,
The trouble is that about this time a kind of veil or a screen begins
to fall down between us and the inner two areas, a.nd we tend to lose
oUJ? connection with them.

But our real self is not like this at a;ll

it includes everything under the spiral - everything in eaoh of thethree areas.

And if we draw a line, such a.s the line a - o, it will
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be a c-ros-s section of what we really are, at that particular
poin~ in our life.

to the moment

For the spiral is growit'lg all the t-ime, up

or· death~

At the moment of conception it is· a

tiny· point at the c.-entre of the circ,le;
it includes area

3;

by the time of our birth

by the end of childhood it ha:s gTO'l>m stilll

more, to include area 2 as well;

and by· the moment of. death it

includes all three· areas· - area 3, area 2 and area I •.

What happens· then?

What happens at the moment of death?

quote from "A New Model of the Universe",

To

"A man dies, and the

moments of his death agony, the moments· of his last thoughts and

realisations, his last sensations a,rrd lRst regrets, are connected
with the aensa.tions of love which create new birth..

and which follows the other?

Which precedes-

AlLthis must be simultaneous.

Thew

the soul sinks into sleep, and then awakes in the same world as
before, in the same house, with the same paren1;s."
So what is life for, what is it all about?

Q'nlesa we can

find some way of remembering - of carrying our c-onsc'. i ousness acroSl3

t.his period of sleep - everything · will be much as it J,tas before - why·:r

in fact,, should it be otherwise?.

But if the meditation goes· dee:p

enough, there· is· every reason to suppose it will still be- there
when we awake.

And then it will be up to us to find a wa:, of' keeping

it going - through all the distractions of ·our childhood, the aiml!tand anxieties- of adolescent life - until!, with t-he· reawakening
memory, we discover

otll"'

or·

c·o nnection · with · the · c:entre: - we discover

what it means that 'life is bliss'.
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The circ.l e, regarded as a geometrical figure, has two

co-ord.inates.

One of these two co-ordinates lies: in a direction

along radii, inwards or outwards· from the centre, the other·
co-ordinate lies - in a direc-tion around. the cireumferenc:e. (see fig. 2)

area I

fig--.2 _

Regarded as a symbol, these two co-ordinates of the circle - are
of great importance

they can help us to understand aci;ions:.

All

We have no choic-e·We think·
This is a very difficult· thing to accept.

our actions move in a direction around the circle.
they happen.

we have choice over our actions, but actually it is not so - everything

happens.
In the outer area of the circle (area I) everything happens i n ~ Day follows day, . week follows week, yea:r follows· yea:r,- an<i all the:

ordina.P'J small. events- of ' our life· r·ollot-1 suit,.

In the middle

2/la

29
I saw the morning pavement in the sun
Crowded with people moving to and fro;
The daily rush to work had just begunEach person knew exactly where to go.
And as I looked I thought, suppose each one
Went in the selfsame way to work each daySuppose all hope of any change had gone,
Suppose our life in utter sameness laySuppose each gesture, every word we say,
Each step we take upon the journey's way
Without the slightest alteration done
Exactly as it had been yesterday ...
And then I heard a laugh and saw a smile,
And sat there in the morning sun, awhile.

area; (area 2) things are repeated in eternity - they happen;
again, and. again.

This is· a different kind of happening - it

refers to many things, in our life which have always been, like•
our childhood., or when we fall in love, or choose a
or· make certain big decisions....

career

In a· sense these things are

much more inevitable, much more unchangeable..

In this· middle·

area, too,. are all our drea.n:s - dreams about what we · might have
a.one, what we hope to do· one day ••.••
But in t·he centra-1· area (area 3) it is differ.-en:t.
of us · is· above the level

of

actions.

This· part

And so everything-is· always

there - all' our possibilities, all our past, . our- present' and' our·
future - all' of it exists side by side..

But of course we cannot

see a·ll this, although certain things, affect us very much ••
What is- it,. then, that decides our actions?
o:hosen, . others not'· - what determines this?

Some of them are,

The origin of:· alJJ our

actions comes f"rom the centre of the circ:le - it is from here tha-t
ever"'Jthing begins.

And so the line which connects us with the

centre - the radial co-ordinate - is the line of choice.

along this line - movement t'-owards- the centre

Movement

brings us- nearer·

to choice, nearer to the possibility of · doing. ·
Suppose there is something in our life we wish to change.

'kle struggle with it on its

01m

is the meaning of that saying a tooth".

If

level we only make it stronger.
11

This

an, eye for a.n eye and. a tooth for-

But if' we· nresist not evil" - if we

e&"l

learn how t-o

let things be, and at the same time practie-e· some method such as
the medi tatiom which will bring us nearer to the centre of the c.irc.l e, .
not just once, , but regularly every d.ay -

then sooner or later-- a

miracle will happen, and. things will change.
remember that nothing is impossible for us.

For we have to
At the centre oft the

circle is the one Hho cm-eated us, and from the centre of the ci.rcle he will one day create us again-..•·•.
This, . then,- is the meaning of the symbol from the point of:·

view of ac:tion.
of being.

Let us noN consider it from the point of' view

As we have already sa.id, movement round. the

circumfer~nc:e of the c:irc-le is c·oncerned with pa,ssing · time.

In.-

this· direction, therefore, the present moment d.oes· not exist - it
is - disappearing continuously from the future into the past.

. But movement towards the centre of the circ·l e is· along· the1 ine of ,!!£!;!.

Directly ,-,e turn our attention a.lone; this line

2/2 a.

37

How strangely does each hour, each little day
Go winding on. How strange that all our years,
Numbered and counted so relentlessly,
Should pass us by, leaving no room for tears.
And yet more strange, that deep behind disguise
We know that nothing vanishes-each joy,
Each sudden flow of warmth in lover's eyes,
Each new discovery, each simple toy
Is guarded always in Eternity.
Oh miracle! that each new moment brings
Its own sweet treasure house of ecstasy,
To complement the rounded whole of things ...
For underneath Time's losses and his gains,
Nothing is parted from us-all remains.
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w·e are- - · we exist.

And the nearer we get to the centre of the-

circle the greater 'now' bec·omes.

For· 'now' has a different

value, - a d1fferent duration - the nearer we get to the centre •.

In the outside area, (area I ) the, value of· 'now' is only· a- few
seconds·.

This· is- 'now' for the ordinary level of consciousness· -

our ordinary waking state.

For the middle area of the cir~le·

(are~ 2) 'now' is· very murrh longer - perhaps seva~al hours, or
evem a d:ay and a night.

For· the central area (area 3) 'nuw' is:

much longer still - i~ may· even, extend to the length of · our· whole·
life.

And at t 'he centre or · the circle i _ts-e·1 r· 'now' is- in:fini t-e·,

or eternal - it is· this which we mean when· we spealc of' the 'eternal
. now'.
If our daily life has no

no being.

I

now' in it

He

do not exist, we.· have·

This is a very unc·o mfortable thought

that so mue.1i1 of'

our· life· is spent'- in this way, in non-existence •.

But the purpose

of' the meditation is· to bring · 'now' into our daily l 'ife - that is
precisely what it is for •.

By turning· our attention along the

lin e o:f' 'now' and by finding · our wcy 'towards the centre·· of the ·
circle, for two periods every day, we find in time- that the· value
Gradually our daily life begins to have

of.· 'now' has increased.
more· and more 'now' in it

gradually we begin to exist, and' our

level of being increases-.

When this happens we find t-hat the way

we spend ou.1' time is different·.

Instead. of. the past and the

future, it is the present moment on which we spend· our· energy.
And in a- strange way the past and the future· solve themselves .... .,
How everything that happens in the universe is compound_ed of'

these two d.ireC'tions

everything moves· round the circ:le, and as·

it does so, it moves a little nearer, or a little further from the·
centre.

The resultant of these two kinds of movement is a spiral.

:B asically a;l l process-as, all activities are spirals - and basica-1.ly,r
they areo of two kinds only - either they are· moving:- outwards,, awa:y·
from the c-entre,- or they are moving inwards, towards the centre •.
There · canno~ be a process, an activity, which continues- to mov~

at the same distanc:e from the c-entre - that is what ordinarily, we,
cannot see ..
But what kinds· of spira,l are there?

Most of our- ordinary

activities move' a- certain distance round the c-irc:-le and then fade·
away, or change their d.irection.

Unless· there· is· a d.efinite aim1

behind them, and this· aim is· sustained f'or a; very long period',~ it
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is· difficult, if not impossible, to follow their d.irec<tion.

:But

with certain kinds of activity,. and. particularly i-rith certain
natur-al processes, it is possible to follow their direction more
exactly, and to study the laws which control them •.
Let us consider, for instance, the way in which man is created:,
and grows· throughout his life.

This will· b.e a spiral of the kind

shmm in fig. J below:-

4"death

fig. 3

SPIRAL OF CREATION

It will be seen that life begins at the centre of the circ:ile it is-· here t'hat man is c:oncei ved..

As the spiral moves outwards·

the embryo develops in the womb, and at the end. of the first
segment we are born.

During t'he· next segment the child develops

and grows, and. by the end of this segment he is a.bout

7

years· old.

From- this· point onward.s adult life begins - first adolesoenc:e~ then
marriage and child.r.en, then middl'e age, and' finally old age and
d.eath.

By the time -full circle is reached death comes and we·

begin again, - the clocks are put back, and. once again man is
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conceived.

The embryo d.evelops in the womb, and at the encl of·

the first segment we are born-.

Childhood onc.e again, with all

its adventures - shall we remember how it waS' before?

••• and:

so on and so on •••.•
The spiral of creation, of grm·rth, is a descending,. a 'downhill' .
process·..

This means, that the value of time is decreasing as time,

goes- on.

In the early stages of embryonic growth, when the spiral'

is, so near the centre of the circle, time.has· enormous value.

In

oi.her woncls, enormous changes take place in'. a very short time.

As

time goes on it passes· more quickly, until by the end of· our life
the vc1,lue of time has red.uced to little or nothing - this from the
point of view of our physical existence - and sometimes, too,. from
other points of view.

But there is· a reverse process, another·kind of spiral,. whic:h is
shov-m in fig.4 below:-

fig. 4

SPIRAL OF REGENERATION

20

I don't know why, but everything seems to be
Different this morning; as if someone had said
"How would you like things?" And suddenly instead
Of the dull dreary world we usually see,
There is a new wonder in each leaf, each tree,
And even the grey pavements seem enchanted
With bright reflections from each raindrop slanted ...
So is my heart filled with a bright ecstacy,
And I would laugh for joy, telling those I meet
To look about them, here in this busy streetTo look and see how terror has gone away,
And sadness is no more, just for this one day.
And looking, I would ask them if they know
How it could be like this always-how it could be so.
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In this case the value of time increases as time goes on.

The,

spiral therefore represents an a,scenrl.ing,, an 'uphill' proc e ss •.
It is · what we ca.11 'regeneration' - and without it creation would"
be impossible.

In· a sense it is going on a-111 through our life-,

as-: the diagram indicates, but it can: happen, any time - within a
ha-1:f-' hour, even, sometimes within, a few moments -.

There is - no neea_ to

think of it in terms of a lifetime.
These two processes
importance for us-.

creation and regeneration - have a special

When we do the med1 tat ion energy is- being

regenerated, when we do our daily work energy is- being used' f:or-·
creation.

Without the meditation energy of the right kind is

not produced, .. and so our daily work is not creative - it goes along
in- a dull sort of wey.
will begin to change.

But if a rhythm can be established· things·
Gradually our daily work will change its

quality - gradually life will take- on a new meaning, as· the-, value,
of each moment - the value of 'now' increases· more and more •.
If we can superimpose these tuo diagrams in our minds, it will
help us to understand many much bigger thing s too - particularly
about the meaning of life a:nd death-- how death is not an end buta beginning - how it is a starting point on the wa:y - to rebirth and
the awakening of memory

a doorway opening into a new lif~ ..

RECURRENCE - Dimensions

1
2/1-2
3/1-4

4/1-4
5/1-2
5/3-4
6/1-3

Recurrence I Dimensions - Introduction 1981 paper
Recurrence / Dimensions - Short version , double spiral
of dimensions , pencil diagram , realizing possibilities.
Recurrence / Dimensions - Longer version , double
spiral , real change as becoming oneself , two aspects
of eternity.
Recurrence I Dimensions - Conversations about double
spiral , mantra in all three time dimensions.
Recurrence I Dimensions - Double spiral . 'flavour' of
sixth dimension , memory of the mantra.
Recurrence I Dimensions - Experiencing recurrence
through the meditation.
Recurrence I Dimensions -Theory of morphogenetic
fields explored in relation to dimensions and recurrence.

The Papers in 2,3 and 4 above are also found in Vol VI.

1.

The one thing that seems t:o get le:fi:t out o:tr our diso.uSl3ion& nowada;ys
is the idea o:fr recmrnenh.

Is it that aome-· people, dont: know o:ff

recrurren<re, or tha."t they dbnt believ~ it·, or: simplj'· t-ha't they ctont.- like,
talking about iii:?'
To one who haSc thought d:e:eply about recurrence it s:e.ems:, impoS'Sibla t-o
s-ee, any purpose in life without it.

Anct yet the-> id:ea· i11< e:quallr,

meaningles:s- unless, one understands:, about- d:imenaions-; ot· t-ime,.

Lif a ·

wi i;hou1t ne.c urnenoe belongs to the ffour.th d:ime-nEtion - i1t is, life, as:, we,,

ord"inarily think of' it·, whie-h moveB: a.long the line, of· time,, f:irom an1
0

unknown.1 past int·e an unknown futur&'e

Recurrence, i -fiae:li'' belongS':' to the,

fifth di.mension - it: ia: li:f'e which repeats: again andi aga:in - t ·he, s:ame·
life, oven agadn.

Buti t.hee wq out: of z,-ecur.r:enc~ b.elonga:c to the rirlh

<fimen&ion - i tt ie; li:fle which ia; alwfWa.< new, life, in whia.h new
poSBibilit:ies::: are nealiaed.
Pnobably many people take rec.u.nr:ence te mean th& identical repet:itioa
ofr life.

.And without the s:b:th dimens:ion ti.hat i1:t

But. t'he real purpos:e

otr· lif.e

or· o.ourse

what iii: is.

i8'1 not like t:rurt - the, plll!poa-e ot:· li:fre-· is.

fh1lfilmen:tt. - the fil.lf'ilmen'.t: of t'hos.-e.- poasibilitiee> whiah have not yeit

been re.aliaed3.
Sina.ewe had:1 the med!it8tion our attitude has , ahanged to man,y things
i'.!00nne«ted1 wii:ih :ireeurnence.

We used' 1to ask oumielvea-, i:I!" 0ne, ha.di one's

li:fre ovel"' a.gain, what would" 0ne want 110 o:hangeq
e-hange

al:W·'t"hing; what would it: entail?

And= if one wanted< to

But we:• now realise 'tthat

t-her-e is• s:Dm&ciihing w:r.-ong: in the formulation of: thes-e queations:-.

The

truth or· t-he matter is: that nothing can be,- c-ha.nged - a.nd1 yet if• we, do.-

the, med:i ta.tion, things will be diff'erent.,
In ord?en to prove-· this: for oneself' one· has, only to leok at the effects:
of:' tbe med3itation sino::e one started dJoing it:.,

dli£f'erenv - and yet it: is· not oneJ s , own., doing.
come a;'bout in a natu.ra;l WaQ aso a· result

ot

C:ertaut things are
C-ertain things,: have

t:he, ha:1£:' hoUlt.

Andl t-he,

interesting thing is:, that tihis , ki-nd) of change, haa:, s:-omet·hing · new- about: it: something one baa, not: met befone.

It cromes, iirom a dJiff:ferent: plae.-e,

in us·, and1 has, none of'· ~hat f"eeJ.ing of'' effort an<f achievement: whicm

we,

usually assoctiat& with ana.nge,.,
So from certain points of view there is, no need; t-e worry about- -!the·
pa&t and-1 t .he:o :ffu:tnme, and the pos-sibili ty of change:.
goes•· d"eep enough, something will look a.f'ter all t :hia.

more important is:, t-o establis:h memory of the mantra.

If the medri. tat ion
What seema:

For the, mantra,

so we are ttold, can be remembered from one life· to the next •.
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The· id:ea that the world in whic.h we live requires, for its explanation,
a period of. s'i.x- dimensions - three dimemrions oft ·Ume,- an.di three of:• spaffe'- wa;s, dleve:1oped. by P .D .,Ouspensky in his book, A New M0d:el of the· Uni vers.1 h

It is not kncw:n how he came te this- idea, '!>.-<hic:h wa:'!I' devel@ped by him befo:zre:,
he met t:he syrlem·.

As far as., one:, k:aewa, the idea- d0e-s not: exi:rl e-la·e-whe<:re·,

at least iiia _e:ente.mperary wni tings-·.

But he himselff maintained that not.:

. only t-he cromplications o:lf mociern physics, lhlt alS'o our

ind.ividual life

0WJ1

and wark, and everythil!lg' we,, iree and3 do in the world ar0und us- would' be

enormously si.mpliffied if we.,mdersteed iitl!r implications •
The tlme:e? d'imenrion.s of' itimes are: in c--ertain respecrls analegous te the
three d'imensiOlllS ef space,-, and' ~lle pcmied of',_ruime1tiJd:$U ' ~
double spiral. (see :f'ig).

b'e''.-~ ~ ~ -

a

Starting at the centre· with a point in IB'pacre,

the spiral meves-· outwards te f1Jrm, in its first revelution, a lineo-, a
surfaceP and a s ·o lid.

A line can be thou.g.ht of as an infinite number @f

poi~ts, a surface, as_, an infinite number o:f line-a,, parallel to each et-her,.
and. a s;,olicI as--. an infinite number of sur:face-s.

In the s-ame2 way th~

spiral., in its s.ee;on.d revolut:ion, moves still fur.the-r outwa:rda-· t:o form ,
1the f 'o urth d1i.mens·ion. ( t:-ime,), t-he fifth dimen.sien ( r-epe<t-i t ion:), and t ·he·
s-i:x:th dimems,i on ( eternity) •
Time,, on in other word.ff the line· of pas-sing time, can be thought: a'f

a:n infinite,:, number of' mG>menta, moving frem t'.hec- past. intQ -the- future-·.

same, way repoc-ti t:ion, the next p0in1t in the spiral, c-an be> thought: o:t'
infini t·e number.-- ef line a- of'· time:· - the s-ame, t:ime, - our t ime

0

again ud! a;ga.in.

This is not s-e easy to und'ers:tana:.

-

·al5'

In "frhe
~

an

repe:a;ted

As PythagoraS'. is,

said! to have maintained<, there- are· two kinds of repetition.

There, is

r·epetition in time-, when the same, or s-tl.milar: events, repeat themselves, sueh
as the days of the we:ek or the ireasons of the yea:r. · But there is:: als.o
another kind of r:-epetition - the repetition of'. theo time

now, at this moment - its repetition in eternity.

W€f-

are experiene:ing

This form of repe:ti:i t-io:a

is what we:- me:-an by eternal :rrecurren<re-..
But the culmination of the spiral, the sixth <i::i•m-.ien, which we · have
called' eternity, or the existence of ete:rni ty, is something qui ta- differen.t,
beth from the- line of time-· and fr0m i t s repeated eristence> in re:-aurr-enroa-.

It is' in fact the a-0lid of time, just as the third dimemd.en is, the s ,elid
of s-paee:, andJ it includes-, net only those possibili tiae whie-h

aT0'

actualisedl

in our livas:, but' a;lS'G all tho . p0ssibilitias whic:h crould be actualise:dl, but
have JJ.'£ yet bEren s--o.

Af'· )"H\UTenee.

These unactualis.eff possibilities-- are the way out
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The idea that the world in which we live requires, f'ftr its, explanation,

a period of' S1ix- .dimensions, - thre-e dimemrions of time and thre,e, o:f spacre

was- d'e-ve-loped. by P.n·.aus-pens.ky in his book, A N'ew Model of the UniveI!Se.-..
It is not known how he came to t:his idea,: whiC'.h was developed by him, ea;rrlyr
e.rr~. al!". with his wri. tinge-: on recurrence:.

But he:, maintained tha1; not only·

t .he, complications, of. modern physics, but our eW11'1 ind.ividual life:- and. work,
antll everything we· s,ae and do in the> werld. around us,, woold be-, erromaoul!rJ.y,

s:implified, if. we u.ncrers,tood; wliat it implies.
The threec dimens:ions ef time are· in crertain re:spects analogous -t-e the>

th:mrn d:imens.iona of spacec..

It is, possible to :=:ray, for instancec, that a

point in apace: crorresponds t'o a· moment- in t-ime, t .·h at a line, c:orresponds1 t:o:,
the' line of· time:-, that a su.rfa'Ce:- c:orrespondsc, perhaps,, to repeti. tion, , ad

But it- is-= by ne rnewis- clear why t-his:

a s,olid) to the· s,olid: of ·eternity.
parallel exists:-, or- what it- impliew.

It 1$ posaible" that spa;c~ and: time,

are, di:r-ferent- cmpec:ts ef the same:-· thing - d'd.fferent atr,pe=«'f;s, of r-Emli t:y - aud

that we:, tend to take them t-oo separately.

In any case it may th.r-ow· furthen-

light- en this: question if we erhew t:he> pe.ri.sd ef soi:x: dimerurions in the· felm'Jl

of a diouble spiral,., ae:c in the d'iagram, s-~ that the three dimensi.ons of spaae
and the th.r-e:e, cHmensions- ef t:ime o:orrespond.•
Starting at the centre- with a point in s-pacec-, the spiral moves outwands

ito fte?r!ll, i~ i t3'· :firat :rrevolut-ion,, a line', a- s:ur.fa-ce- and!

a;

Im the>

solid,.

aama- way the s:piral,. in i tg, sec:.-.t,nd reveluti.en, moves s-till further outwards:

ito formJ the.-- f :ourth dimension ( ti.mEP), t :hec f:ifth dimenrion (repet-i t:ion), and:
the s:-irlh dimension(eterni ty).
inf'ini te numbeerr o:ff poilll.ta-,

s:,o

JuS:'t a-s,; a line: may he cronaidered aa- ror:

thee· line of paasing· time, may be ~netl.dene:rf as,

an infinite numben of moments: nrete-hi:ng fn'bm thee paat into t:he future:.
And1 juat

~

a :mr:face may be, colUFid'er.ed

paralle.-1. and: adjacent to each 0t-hen,

~

infinite number e:r line-s, of· t-ime - t'he

and' again.

aB-

an infini tee number of· lin.Elff!,.,

repetit.-ion may be- e:emrid.'e red3 as
S'alJlEI'

t'ime -

alliti

our time - repeated.' a;ga;in

But tthis isc: not s:o e:a..sy t'o und.ere.:tand.

As Pythag<n"as, is:

said t·o have, maintained, ther~ are two kinds, 0:f'· r.-epEf'ti t:-icm.

:r.-epet:-iti.on in iri.me, whell the _aame>, or aimilar eventS" repeat themse lves:,, such
0

a'fl'

the days of the week or- tfa~? seasons ef the year.

But there- is:, als;o

another kind of ~epeti.tion - the repetitien ef thff time w-e are, experiencing
now, a<t this;, mome:ai;- - it-a, repet-ition in eternity.
This form of repe:vit:ion
is,, what is- mean-I;- by eternal rec:urrence:.,

Eternal recurrence belongs to the fifth dimension., and is the same, lile
But t,he sixth d.imens-d.0n, whicr-h we have c:alled eterniizy,..
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is the way out of recurrence, for it censists of an infin.i te number or.·
ot-her- live:B whic:h hava never yet be:en actuali&ed. - in Qther- words, new
possni.bili ti.es in lif.e •.

What is- ime real diff'erence be.tween the fifth dimens:ion and 'the S'i.rlh?
One has to raalia:e imai; -this lif:e, which we are li'Win.g :now, with all its
0

joy and su:f'-fe:r.i..ngc, i w , sururesffiis and freilures, its:- ad.ms ancL aapina.·tiemr-,,
iis likely,, in the omi'iuary c::ourse of even-rus-, t:o happen ag_ain.,

Certa,i:a

te:ndel'la:ies, may becrome strc,nger, ot-hers:; we-akEm', and it- iID alwa;yfl'. poss_:ible-·
that larger· eve11tf!S3 in the world' may in.te~e, and' change • t-hings,.

But

a;g

far as:- enfF''s-o pers·oual inte:m.ti011e a.re croncerned, one may fuly te a;lt:er
certain aSI)eretff' of o:ae,'s:, li:ffe by thinking or willing, or o:ia.e may even
indulge in d'iS11Uplin.ea, of varieus:: ki11ds, ito ac::hieva <rertain. aims-,, but all

theaeo i;-hings bel•ng · to -t'hec fifth d·imen.s:ien enlyr - t:hey are> all. minor
variat iona: on t-he a:ame~ themec.

Real c:hange:o ill' of· quite a: dif:£:ere:at-

order, and it· ~mes:- in a e:empletely· different way.

Strangely enough, real croange, il'l. so far as:• one is aware o:f it:, dees,
not aeem like <rhange-.

There are probebly twe rease:as: for this,.

Finst,

it <:::omeS" from beyond one-, - from semewhere beyond one'ff• erdinary leval
and s-eet0ndly, it is n.ot actually ahanging alcy'thiug; - it is- s,imply-

beeemi:ryr on.eaelf'.

If on.e wa;s truly oneself:•, ;pm crould.: actualis:e,

all one's-- pesad.bilities, that would: be" living one,'a:- life: it• the - t'-ul1..
And3 tha-t, actually, iB:". wha;t the mewi tatic11 is designed ito d!G.

For the,

me:dli tatiGn worlcat in the> sirlh d'i.mei&sd.on.
But, 1tt, return it". the diagram.

I:f one studies:- iit in. greater dlepth
0

one will :ree tha-t e:ach of" thaJ!feo- p@in.ts, 1timeo, repetition. and' ete:r1ti ty ,,

RUMB · two aspEre1;s-...

Time hai:r- tw$ a~ecdlJ'. - there is: the s:traight line

of time, moving from an unkn.Qwn pa;g.1; ints an

11nk:a0Wll

futur-e, and t-llere· ia.,

the' <ru.rved lill.e=- o:f' i;iaQ", which implieS:'. by i tEr· curvature a begirul.illg a;n.d'

al"I. en:di. .

Ill th~

&ame> way

there a;rg, two as-pe<rla, ef. repefi tien..

Thera.,

is: nepetiiden. in. tiae:, and; :rrepetitioi,. in eter.Aity,, a>rr ei;~a;l :rre:cw:uren.ce,.
The :f'inri is., part o:tr· ourr everyday life, and easy ite und.ersta1td, the>
iJea::on.d·· callllot: be e::x::plaiJJ.ed: logically, ner Qa1I. i t be pr.oved

be, th&U&1t about-, a;T,1.ct then

0l1.e-·

day it' may be e:x:perien.~d.

iit has itG
A'.nd! ithirdlly

there are~ t'wc a1fl)e:atao of · etterni'ty - '!there ill' eter:a.i ty in re:l.atio11. ito-,
0

repet:it:ion - -the etier111.a--l eri&tence·, ef' 'now', aad there, is, 1fue, momeJtt.·, •n.ow'
ithe=- zero dJime:n.S'ien. of, idme.

The fir:st hasc; everything:· o:e:ritai:aed in iit,

t 'he gee;ond ha&' n.otrhin.g; like the Juggler- am.d. the Foel, in t:hEP Tarot: paGk.

Fin.ally, t 'here ie another· point', w;zy eut: in 'the right ham.d cmir.ner- of
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Thi~ s~mply neferl!' ~c

t 'he diagram, called 'etern.al durati&n 1.

tho:re thing~whia:h, fl:rem ma•~ point cf view-, exist for eve:rr, lik~
rrecks aE.d' m0Ullt·ain.&· of the aarth, ad the stars:> in. the sky.

~h~

As- ;wou s-e,e

from the d!i.agram, . this point ie reallyT t :he begilmi:ag of another peried! ai

period3

0n

a larger s-cale.

em:r sca:le> ill'

WT(IJf'_g · -

The idea iihat it r-efers ito something

@l'I

it is:, a mistake:: whia:h is of:teD. m~, particularly,

ever querii€>11.s of lif::e aad d'e.a:th.

Eteriiity d.cea0 n.~t exist somewhera:

e?l&'e from where we are - it eristir i11. every momen:tt of our lif:e - it is·

there is nothing outside thetre six d1imenS::ions &:ff

always there,.

Fr.)Jr

space·, and: time

everythi:n.g belengi.~ ito our:- life is e:ontained'. in t:h~

f
E'f

Vl[.

-

7

dluratiow)
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- Could you explain how the diagram works?
- Starting at the centre with a point, the spiral moves outwards
to form, at point I , the extension of this point into a line , at
point II, its further extension from a line into a surface, and at
point III, its still further extension from a surface into a solid body
of three dimensions.
- So this inner spiral represents the three dimensions of space?
- Yes, the space solid at point III becomes the zero dimension of the
outer spiral, or in other words a moment in time.
- And the outer spiral represents the . three dimensions of time?
- Yes, at point IV the moment of time becomes extended into a line the line of passing time - which one thinks of in the ordinary way as
a straight line extending from the past into the future.
But the
line of time can be curved, in fact every line of time is really
curved, for somewhere it has a beginning and an end.
- So when it has passed point IV i t becomes a circle_?
- Yes, it becomes the circle of time - and by point V this circle
has become a circle of repetition - it repeats again and again.
- You mean, it repeats in time?
- Yes, like the days of the week or the seasons of the year.
But
beyond point V time exists no longer, and the circle is repeated
in eternity.
- But how can it be repeated in eternity - wh&r& , dGss it actually go?
the circle of our life,for instance,where is it repeated?
-Strictly speaking there is no need for it to go anywhere other than
where it is now - it simply means that a further dimension is added
to it - a dimension at right angles to the line of passing time.
-You mean that not only every moment of our life, but the whole of
life itself has a continued existence in eternity?
- Yes, if it were not so life would have no meaning, for everything
in it would disappear.
But that is where all the confusion arises.
We think of eternal life as another existence after this one, and in
another place, but really it is the same life - this life,where it is
now, and every moment of it exists in eternity.
- Then .ia-·that eternal recurrence ?
Yes , but it is not all of life
or all of time - there is still
a further dimension.

I
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- You said there is a still further dimension -could you explain

what it is?
- In the sixth dimension, the solid of time, everything we are and
everything we could be exist together. Unlike the fifth dimension,
the sixth dimension contains, not only everything in life as we know
i t , but everything that could be realised - that never happened before.
- Then where does this exist?
It exists here and now - there is nowhere else.
- Then is it possible to reach it through the meditation?
- Well, it depends on what one actually experiences. When one does
the meditation one thinks of i t as occupying a certain length of time say half an hour.
And during this period the mantra is repeated in
time, for that is how one experiences it.
But the mantra is also
being repeated in eternity - it must be, for one finds often enough
i t is still there, when one thought it had gone away.
And deeper still,
when it is properly established, it has a permanent existence in
eternity, which explains why one can wake up from sleep, or from an
anaesthetic, and find i t is still present.
·
- So you think the mantra can be going on in all three dimensions
simultaneously?
- Yes ,- and what one ac.tually experiences depends on where one's
attention happens to be.

- Then what makes one's attention follow it?
- Eternity, by its very nature, is attractive to the mind - that is
why the mind goes in that direction. There is nothing the mind wants
more than to escape from time into eternity.
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Sooner or later we must all come to the same, conclusion - that ~ecurrence is
something one has to experience - one cannot understand· it logically.

On

the other hand Mr Ouspensky used to say that it helps to think about it - that
thinking in the right way about recurrence will make a difference next time.
So how do we think about it - where do we begin?
all, to get hold of the idea of dimensions of time.

One needs, first of
If you remember, we said

that there are three dimensions of space and three of time, and that they are
analogous, one to the other.

The inner spiral in the diagram contains the

three dimensions of space, and the outer spiral the fourth, fifth and sixth
dimensions - the three dimensions of time.

It is the three dimensions of

time which really concern us, and you will see that each of them has two aspects.
Time has two aspects - the line of time, from the past into the future, and the
circle of time, a succession of events where the end coincides with the
beginning.
two aspects

This is the fourth dimension.
But the fifth dimension also has
repetition in time, where events are repeated again and again like

the days of the week or the'seasons of the year, and repetition in eternity, in
which time ·itself is repeated again and again, and the same situations and the
same events, the same feelings and the same thoughts have that strange, yet
familiar flavour of having happened before.

In contrast to this the sixth

dimension contains all those possibilities in one's life which were .never
realised in the fifth dimension - all those events, thoughts, feelings, ideas
and achievements which never happened before.

These have a completely

different flavour from events of the fifth dimension - they are quite new, and
usually accompanied by an inner happfness which is unexpected, if only because
it bears no relation to current events.
Now it is the meditation which works in the sixth dimension, and this fact
may explain why our attitude h_a s changed

to many things connected with

recurrence since we started doing it.

We used to ask ourselves, if one had

one's life over again, what would one want to change?
change anything, how would one set about it?

And if one wanted to

But we realise now that there

was something .wrong in the formulation of those questions.

The truth of the

matter is that there is nothing we can change, and yet if we do the meditation,
thimgs will be different.
In order to prove this for oneself one has only to look at the effects of
the meditation since one started doing it.
yet it is not one's own doing.

Certain things are different, and

Certain things have come about in a natural

way because of the half hour.
And the interesting thing is that this kind of
change has something new about it - something one has never met before.
It
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comes from a different place in one, and has none of that feeling of effort
and achievement which we usually associate with change.
So from certain points of view . there is no need to worry about the past
and the future, and the possibility of change.
enough, something will look after all this.
establish memory of the mantra.

If the meditation goes deep
What seems more important is to

For the mantra, so we are told• can be

remembered from one life to the next.
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One of the things which came from our last discussion on recurrence was
the realisation that all three dimensions of time actually exist, and are true
on their own level, just.as all three dimensions of space actually exist.
for some reason or other the fifth and the sixth dimensions elude us.

But

The fourth

dimension - time - is something we can all understand, but the repetition of this
time, or the fact that it exists in eternity, is something the ordinary level of
mind cannot grasp.

And the fact that each moment of time contains other

possibilities, or in other words that life could in certain respects be different,
is something which few people realise or have ever heard about.

The idea of recurrence is simply this, that the moment of death coincides
with the moment of birth, and when one dies one returns again to the same house,
and is born of the same parents.

And so the same life is lived again.

Distortions of this idea exist in many religions.

Reincarnation, for instance,
which may appear to have certain things in common with recurrence, implies that
life is repeated in time

- in

the continuation of time after death - and in

this sense it is totally different •.

The Christian idea of eternal life is

agai n a completely different thi ng., for it implies that life as we know it
disappears, and no other possibilities exist.

Recurrence is ' perhaps the only

theo:i::y which takes into 'account the possibility of man's evolution - the '
That is why i t""is of particular inter~st to -us, for,

ful filment of his lif'e.

like the med i t"ation, it contains within it the whole meaning, th~:· who-le purpose
of man's existence.

And if one really understood recurrence everythin--g m'lie"'

Sf.I;_id or thought or did at every moment of one's life would be different.•
The first point we have to realise is that time really does exist.
an essential .part~of us and we cannot escape it.

It is

On a larger scale it is part

of the nature of things, and has a §pecial function in holding the fabric of the
universe together and giving it a certain order.

Ea.eh cosmos has its own time,

and for each cosmos there is nothing outside this time - its possibilities exist
within it, not outside it.
r,;f . time

- ia _: _accel!_t.ed,,

The second point is that .e ven if

the repetition

the fact that this repetition is not always the same.

is what people do not realisee

The possibility of things being different - of

this life being different now - of this moment being full of unbelievable
joy and happi,ies_s, - j.ri:stead of boredom - of one's work being creative and
fulfilling instead of sterile - all these things belong to the sixth dimension
they exist within the repetition of time, not in some other place outside it.
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So there is time - the fourth dimension - and within time is the fifth
And within repetition is the sixth

dimension

the repetition of time itself.

dimension

the realization of new possibilities - the possibility of things

being different.

As a matter of fact there are two ways in which things

can be different.

As Mr Ouspensky has said, it is very unlikely that anyone's

life is ever exactly the same in each recurrence, except for short periods
during early childhood.

or

Most of us probably have many things in our lives

which change, for reasons outside us and beyond our control.

These are all on

one level, and fortuitous.

change from a

lower to a higher l~vel.

But the sixth dimension implies

Almost inevitablr, it comes from within.

initeresting thing is how closely this relates to the meditation.

The
The meditation,

and recurrence, are almost the same thing.
When we do the meditation we start, often enough, on what was called the
gross level of experience.
the world of time.

This corresponds to the four dimensional world

Presently the mantra changes its quality - becomes very

easy to repeat and goes on its own.

That is the five dimensional world.

But

at some point or other it becomes very delightful and attractive, and its action
becomes alchemical, in the sense that it changes the quality of the mind.
is the six dimensional world.

That

And then it transcends, and takes us beyond

dimensions altogether, into the universal world.
Of course, it is never exactly like that - it is always different.

Sometimes

one goes straight into the six dimensional world, sometimes one never gets beyond
the five dimensional.

And once it has become established it seldom needs to be

pushed along in the four dimensional world.

But one knows the difference between

these levels, and it is thanks to the meditation that one can sometimes get a
moment of understanding~
So experiencing recurrence comes through the meditation.

But we have to

think about it, know what it is and what it implies, or our experience would
simply evaporate.

Even knowing that recurrence exists already makes a big

difference - for some people it is a revelation.
others take it more gradually.
same conclusion.

But we are all different, and

Yet sooner or later we must all come to the
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- Tell me, how do you w'tderstand Sheldrake 's theories about -·
morphogenetim fields?
- I would think the whole thing can be explained in terms
of time.
If we could understand time, we should und.erstand how these,
things c:ome about.
What aspect of time do you mean?
Well, we said if you remember that there are three dimensions of t ime 1

dimensions whiah

are analogous to the three dimensions of space.

I remember this was said.
Yes, we said that space has thre~ dimens·ions - a line, a surface and:
a solid.

In the same way, time has tlmee dimensions - the line of time,

or passing time, the surface of time, or repetition, and the s-olid of
time, which contains all -anrealised _poll'Sibilities:.
You mean, in the second dimension the line of time is nepeated?
Yes, there are two way~ in which it can be repeated.

Things can be

repeated in time, as for instance when we carry out the same action again
and again, or they can be repeated in eternity.
What do you mean by 'repeated in eternity'?
I mean in eternal recurrence.

What I am doing now, at this moment,

may, or may not hav&o~.our~eQ in another time, parallel to this one, and
it may occur again.
You mean life repeats itself again and again?
Yes, but only in certain, respeotS""..
not repeat.
control.

There are things in life whicn do

Some may be due to accidental circumstances outside one's
But there is another kind - a very important one.

What kind is that?
When something new is created.
You mean, like a work of art?
Yes, or a great discovery.

Things which are truly creative belong to

the third kind of time - they never happened before •.
And this might apply to new forms" in Nature?
Yes, very probably.
just as we d'o.

Nature has many new possibilities available to her,

But they are not often apparent, if only becaus·e we

never see them at their inception - only in their recurrence.
- Then how do these three dimensions of time help us to understand
Sheldrake 1 s ideas?
- Well, the first dimension - the line of time - refers to successive
generations, where the same form is repeated· with certain modifications,
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frtom one generation to the ne~t~

This only explains certain features

of morphogenesis, along strie%ly Mendelian lines.

It -would not explain

the inheritance of newly acquired characteristics, for instance.
You mean it could never explain the experiments with rats?
No, those experiments are cr:onnected with the second dimension of time.
When a person le a~ns some new skill, like riding a bicyC'le or playing the
violin, he obviously has to learn it again and' again in recurrence, an~
every time it gets easier.

There are many examples of this - infant'

prodigies, for instance.
- But surely, learning to play- the v.d.olin~·doesnt get any easier for you and
mE£>, just because it· has ffor Yehucti Menuhin?
- No, but rici:ing a bicyctle might.

The more people in the world; get used

to riding bicycles, the easier it get~•••
I am getting a bit cronfused •••
Yes, we are m:mfusing two things, the individual and the specri.ea,...
man,

11.o

two individuals· are the same - everyone is d:ifi"eren-tt.

With

But with

Nature it is, each species:- whiC'h is different - the individuals, in a specie8'
are a-1.1 muc-h the s:ameo.

To put it in another way, the speed.a£ in Natune

corresponds to the indiv.idual in man.
- You mean, each animal behaves in a c:ertain way according to its spec:.ie:s.,,
but each man behaves in a c-ertain way ao-e:QT1cting t!o - his, ip.dindua-lity?
-Yes:, that's right.
as an indivdual is.

And of course a specdes is subjerl to recurrence_, jutrl
Some things get eas-ier for the spee,ies to learn, just

as other things get easier for "~'he indiridual.

The experiments wi ifu rats:,

described by Sheldrake., were experiments on the- species, not the indiridual.
0

So the whole specci.es benefi t 'ed', not just eacm individual rat.
- - Then it wouldnt work for ma;rr as it does for ratsq
- Some things would work - those whiC'h belong to man as a speC'ies· - to homo
sapiens.
What kind of things do you mean?
MasS"'behaviour - new fashions, new forms of e:x:preS'Sion, new styles in art,
even possibly new inventions like t ,h & ni-otor car - everything whiah be<romes.,
popular •••
- And what kind of things belong to man as an individual,. not to man as., a
spea:ies?
- Things which distinguish one man from another - things which are stric:tl;w
his own - creative art, for instance.

No

real artist is like another -

when people start ccpying a great artist it· is no longer art.

L
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And would the same thing be true of man's spiritual growth?
Yes, very much the s.ame.

Spiritual growth is a:onc-erned with becwming

oneself - realising what one really

is.

This is a matter for the

indiv.idual - it is not for the masses.
Things would be a lot easier if it was ••••
Maybe, but there is a mistake here somewhere.

For instance, when peopl~

start aropying a great spiritual leader, it never works,.
Why is this?
Because in try:ing to bea:ome like him they forget to beaome themselve:s: ..
A great spiritual teacher belongs t'o the third dimension of tima, not
the sec.-ond.

He brings something new witn hin, never the sam~ thing

again and again.
So what do you conclude from all this?
That Sheldrake 's theories may apply to rats:, - always prowided further
0

evidence can be obtained.
them to man.

Rut one has t:o be very careful in applying

They might possibly apply to certain forms of imitative or-

mass behaviour, but little else ••••

RECURRENCE-Memo~

1/1-5

2/1-4

3/1-4

4/1-8

5/1-4

Recurrence I Memory - Triads* , activities leading to
liberation from recurrence , worlds 3 and 6 of the Ray
of Creation in spiral diagram contrasted.
Recurrence I Memory - "doing" , and memory of our
divine nature through our daily meditation balancing
daily activity.
Recurrence I Memo~ - 4 Laws , Accident ** , Cause &
Effect , Fate , and Will . Possibility of real change in the
sixth dimension through living under the law of Will.
Recurrence I Memory - Man's lifetimes illustrated in
Conversations using spiral diagram , logarithmic lunar
month basis discussed , possibility of constant
connection with light of consciousness at diagram's
centre through the meditation.
Recurrence I Memo~ - Physical , Subtle and Causal
levels ,experiencing the inner and outer as one - when
everything is 'now' on the Causal level.
* Triads and Activities are also discussed in Vol IV ( 3
Forces 16 Activities) , Vol V (Triads) and Vol II (Chs VI &
VII).
** ' The theo~ of accidents is very simple. They happen
when the place is empty ; if the place is occupied , they
cannot happen .
Occupied by what ? By conscious
actions.' P.D.Ouspensky ,The Fourth Way.
The Papers in 4 & 5 above are also found in Vol VI .
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If we understood recurrence - if we really understood what it means;,,
we should. realise that everything we do in our life is; affeded. by it:,
and to a greater or less-er degree 'i~_unden its; in:fluena-e.

You :remambtt

Mr Ouspensky used i:J-o speak of different activi tiee - he used tio say ·.

there are only s:i:xr essentially different things that man c:an do.

From

the point of view of recurrence these activities are important', fo:tr certain
of them ara: "B.ound, to-·the: whe:e:l o:fi• recm.nrenc-e, others-· are aoble:' -bo escape, i-tt.
The activitties which are able to escape the wheel of recurrence are
those whicn create memory.
new

To create memory means< ito create something'

to open up new possibilities· - things that never happened before.

The activities which are bound t'o the wheel of recurrence are those whiC'.h
destroy memory.
To destroy memory means·to go on doing the same, things
again and again, irn the way we always have?..
equivalent to cons.c.iousness

Memory, in this· sense, is;

the higher the level of consc::iousnescs the

more we can r.-emember, and the more possibilities are opene:di up.

But

when there is no consciousness our fun~~ions work automatically, and·
wei,-can nemember nothing.

Consider, for instance, the instinctive,

behaviou:rr of animals, particularly insec:ts.

Ants, for instance, have~

virtually lost their memory - they can do nothing new, nothing outsidec
the instinctive behaviour laid down for them hy nature.

That is why we

all cl.read beo:oming like iihe ants - everything worthwhile in life would
disappear.
But there is no need to worry, for we have the meditation.
meditation above all else is a way of creating memory.
create memory?

By the triad 3 - 2 - I.

key to the meditation.

And the

How does, iit

This triad is actually the

But it may not appear to be so at first, becaus:e

it depends on the accumulation of suffiaient energy - the third force at
the beginning..
2 -

The manufacture of this energy comes from the triad

I - 3, which is the triad of the medi tart ion itself - the way the

tecnnique works.

·when sufficient energy has accumulated. from this triad,

the mantra transcends, which is the triad 3 - 2 - I.

Unlike tha,triad

2 - I - 3, the triad 3 - 2 - I is a discretec event which only happens·,

once, like the illt'yG-tallisation of a saturated s-0lution, or the fixing
of a dye.'.
And the
You will se~ that this triad ends with the active force.
It is, in fact the firs;!; force, in
active force is on a very high level.
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the triad I - 2 - 3, the triad of creation - of our work during the d:ay.
These three triad$ are therefore concerned with the creation of memory,
and both in the meditation and in other ways they work together for this
end.
You will see -t1iey are not bound to the wheel of recurrence, they
are able to escape it.
Consider the work of a great artist, for instance.
As Mr Ous:pensky used to say, no great artist will ever produce the- same,
work again - next ~ime he will produce something new.
Shakespeare

Nor will

be writing the same plays again, though what he will be:•

writing no-one knows,.~~-•
It may not be entirely obvious·, but on the scale of man's history
there are certain people who are able to create mamoey.
above all else of the life of Christ.

That is true-

Hiswrk has created memory in

the hearts, of millions of people, over two thou.sand years:,.

And the · same,

is true to a le"Sser degree or·· all great artists, C'omposers, poets, mystics
and religious teachers.

Suc:h people must be free in certain respec:ts;;

from the la.ws- of recurrence.

The extent to whic.h their work creates

memory depends on the leva-1 of energy which inspired it+-.

And the key

to

roll this lies in the interplay between these three triads,.
But there are other triads-- which have the opposite effect - they bind
one more and more to recurrence-.

These activities are not nec:essarily

wrong - they are only wrong if used in the wrong place,.

If one wishes

to create memory, but a:ontinues to use an activity whic:h destroys, it, that
would be wrong.
the time'.

And although it may seem absurd, we are doing this: all

Consider the triad 3 - I - 2', for instance.

This triad is,

perhaps the most obvious way of destroying memory, for it us~s up the
energy nee~li r ·or creating memory, in negative emotions.

Yet it·

obviously has· a right fune,tion in a- difTerent setting, for everything
s:ooner or later has to be destroyed - everything, that is,, exceptmemory itself.

For memory is not subjed to birth and death.

And the same with the triad I - - 3 - 2.

This triad refers to all
Again,
actions which go by themselves - which do not require attention.
this triad is only wrong if we use it in the wrong place - if we mistake'·
it for the triad of creation.

Eve-ry artist knows this-, - he knows: that

there are only a:ertain precious, moments when his work is truly- creative.-'•
Directly it becomes repetit'ive, direa:tly the inspiration is · mis.-sing, it
is- time -to stop.

For the triad I - 3

2 has taken over f:rom the.-'

triad I - 2 - 3, the triad of c:reative work.
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The triad 2 - 3 - I is nbt so obvious, in fact it is very elusive.
It is an ascending triad, and it appears at first to be creative.

One

holds a certain thought in mind, of something on a high level, and s:o one,
is moved to act in a certain way....
false?

It may be a-11 imagination.

But what thought~

I$ it real or

In fact, it' is what Mr Ouspensky

used to call 'lying' - speaking of something one has never experiene,-ad,
if one knew aJ.l about it.

ais

And he used t'o say 'lying destroys, memory' •

How can one recognize this triad?:

So many school methods andJ

disciplines depend! on it that many people never question it.

But it is:

one of the main reasons why the meditation, for certain people, is never
really sue:c:esful, for it takes the place of' the triad 2 - I, - 3.

How ca;n;

one maka sur-e that the difference is understood?
So it would seem that certain of our a.ctivitieS",, c:ertain things·we do ...
more perhaps than we imagine:,-are actually not subject to rec:rurrence, for
they belong tb the sixth dimension, not the fi:fth.

-Arlivi tieao; whfch arec

not subject to recurrence have a certain fe:eling about them - a fe~ling of
escape' - of liberation.

And with it comes a strong senae of grati~ud~ -

gratiwde that somehow, for some reason one does not understand:, one has
started along a dir-f'erent wa::r ••••

NOTE:

In the diagram the inner spiral has been taken to represent thaa

three activities belonging to world 3 in the ray of creation - activities,
which are ~bove the level of rec:rurrence

and the outer spiral to reprecsent

the six activities belongi~g to world 6

three from the world above, and

It would seem to be on this level that recurrence
three of its own.
begins, whereas on tha level of world 3 it does not' exist, and there is
no death.

In the centre of the <circle is the seventh activity, said

to be incomprehensible for our minds, in which each of the three forces
can act in the capacity of any other, and creation takes place in full
annsciousness.
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Aooording · to the s;ys-tem given us by Mr Ouspensky, it was· !!'aid that

man <:annot do - that he thinks he is-· doing,; but in reality everything
happens: - it happens in just the same- way as - it rains:, or it snows,-, or

the sun shine-a·•••••
Like · many t:hings in t-he system,, this statement: rl fi.rst seemEF untrue,

bu"fr later one finds- it goes-- very dep.
tha-t he

watt

Even C-h.rist would never e-laiffr

dloi~: - again and again in t-b.e, Gospels, he points this: out.

"•·• •• the words, t.ha1; I speak unto you I speaic not of' myseli:
Father that dwelleith in me, he doeth the works."

bu1t the-

On our- level thee

same thing is:- tltlle, - it is:' the Father, the divine principle in us: whic-h
alone is- capable of' doing..

Everyt,h.ing- els-e happens,.

And it'- is- our

relation to the d'i.vine principle in ug, which determines the way 1things,.
llappen.

If we- oan get close t-o it,, things:· will

II!)

right.

But: if" we

continue to believe that we are doing; things · wtll not go so well.

Fer

this :feeling that we are doing, and particularly that we ought to be doing,

will c:ome between us att.d: our di'V'i.ne natur• - it will stand in the wq.
How can we f:ree ourselves from, the illusion that we can do?
Tha't is
what this-method' is designed to bring about.
Without it we are in a
dilemma, as; indeed we used t-o be,.
For if we try to reach. the di'vrine
principle in us by effort and will~ the feeling that we must do grow&

strong~r and stronger.

In fact, the further we go in this direction

the'• more , difficult thec· Wlq becomes.

B'ut- with this.: method it is,

different - there is· no effort and: no struggle requirea•

hstead,- we

lea:v.e ever,rthing to the mantra., and; so the question oF d!oing· doea• not

arise.

AndJ atr we contiime wita the _meditation ' the~ acJtual,~

becomes,. easier - it: aertai.nly does: Jto-j?t>ecome more di:f'ficulv.•
The illusion t-hat we can d'o arises; :f'rom a· simple mistake,,.

We t-b.i.-mc

lti.eWit- and what is wrng •·in. eurse'lm •. ' Onl.3r our
di"VJine nature knows t hiai.
Our diirlne nature is, r-eal'J.~- ourselves our neal' 'I' •
·. ·~
.· th.e mantra doe-s is- to take- us: there-, and: tken
a-11 tlle- lesser and smaller parts-'. of us, fall int-o plae&.
All theae,

we know what iB'

leas-er parta of" us-, m81'
knew is a f'ornr, of' lying.

S'&'8Ul

io be good or bad, lint- to, behave, as.: if' we

Far better to realise that -tb.ey allll. have s-ome

good:' in them, for ever,rt-hing has good in it somewhere,.

In another place in the Gospel.8', Christ sa.y-s-.,

"Go

that meaneth, 'I will have mercy- and not saerific-e--'".
that we 11.ave t-o saorif'ice, tha1; this

WQlf

Y'!Ef' and learn what-

Tlle feeling,

requires sacrifice and sufirering,;
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that it oan only sueoeed: if we get rid o:C certain wreng,· f'eatures, in
ours•lves - dl these things arise f'"ro11t1 the idea that we can a:o.,

meditation is a WB'3' of esoape
a wgq of sacrifice.
And' the
with ourselves· - mereif'ul and
med~tation e-an have the right

The

f'rom all tllis - it is a wa:, of' merq,. not
f'irst t1ling:it asks-: o'f' us is to be mercif'ul
full of· understanding.
For then the
effect - it will work in us im the right WIV'•

It ma;r throw new light on the idea of doing·if we look at it from
the point of view of recurrence..
In recurrence-~ in the fif'th
dimension - everything happena,.
It happened that wq be:rore, and i1l
will do Bl> again.
This applies to a great man;y· things in life - our
ha;bi1is:, our tendeno.iea, our wa_ys of behaviour, our des-ires· andl inclinations·.
If we knew how mu.oh o'f" us belongs to this category - it• we r-ealis~d: it had
dl happened before, we sil.ould soen be giving up the idea that we- Olm cte.

Butt-here ie something else in life - some other kind of' experience
we sometimes, h.ave
a- kind of experienee which is quite new,. which never
happened bef'ore.
Tb.is, kind of· experienee belongs te the aixth dimension,
and it- a.lwaya, seems t ·o c-ome :f"rom beyond' us, from a: dif':fl"erent level"'. For
this reason it is e-.onnected more with doing.
But it is di:ff'icmlt t'-0
generalis.e a;bout it-, behus-e the same thing c:an be dif::ferent- for diff'erentpeople..
The system., for instance - Mr 011Bpenslcy used to s--a.v tka:t he
ha.d: never me_t the system before.
But for some people the system is
something they re-ad about in a book, and they think they km.ow it already.,.
And' the same with the medita~ion.
But if one has experienaed somethingfrom· the meditation it is quite obviously new.
And whenJthe meditation
changes something: it does so in a. new wq - a WaJT one would never have
expeeted.
One sudden.lj' finds certain things have changed.
There is,
n:o question of our doing it; for it is alrea~ done.

What could be the

reason for this.?'.'
If you think about i~ you will see that in the place where the mantra
o.-omes from - where our div.:ine nature is - there is really no question o:tr
doing or- of happening, for everything is alwqs there.
Like tlle pla.c:es,
on a map - it mq require a grea.t deal of effort to tr.av.el from one place,
t-o another, eM we mq :f.eel we are ao-hieving someth.ing'!.by doing

a,o,..

but

when:, one s:ees it laid out on the ma.pit is all there all the time.
r1e are told the same thing is true about one•s· life - it- is, all there.
But wher~ is: it?
The only answer we can find: is that it exists in
memoey - the memoey oC our divine natur-e, - . and the:t this·· ~emo~

eyeav

kl:l<>'=' •

{;l&tail 'Qf/ !!>~ -;1 :i-y~~ know~ i t -all from beginning to end, laid out

- - - - - -- -------- - - --

-

- - -- - - - - -

.

---------
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like- a map.
m,.w-

Usually,~, we take the same :route over and over again, but

a- new dire-ctbmi. ....
Mr Ouspensky attaohed great iraportanoe to memory, - and· lle weula
and' t-1letr we :fin

qualify it-: 1,,y sqing "if'. you know what kind! of memory I me:an ••••• ''
One rea.lis~s now 1rhat t'his., is the memory ae meant - the memoey of our
divine natu:ue.

We know each part of us ha~ its, own memory - tne logia.a:l,

thinking part aas, one kind, the mow.ng part has, another, tlle emotional!
part a third' - and:' a.11 t-hes-e memeries· must be s:tor-ed aw~ in differed
parts,, ef' the brain, like t'he rolls'.

re<n>rding machines:.

ot· magnetie tape we use-· in cnm

But this, memory must be· a- kind of' master :rroll - a-

recu,rd' of'· everything, we· are-.

And wha1; is even stranger, it mus:t tifl.S'o

In the f'i:rth dimens:ion the s·ame
tape is pla;red again and again, but in the sixth dimension a new tape is
chosen - one which was, never pla;yed bef'ora.
So when Mr Ouspensky spoke as he did of self' remembering, he obvioua~

be a· recmrd of'" ever.yt-hing· we crould be.

meant- getting in touc-h wit-h the· memory of the-· master roll.
And this, in
so many werd's, is what the meditation is designed to dto.
Which expla,ins,
why the meditation has seemed f-rom ~he very beginning to bring US'. t-o t-he
same place - the place we had been tr;ving-: t-o reach before.

But although the plac-e is· the same, the wa;r of getting there is
dif-f'erent-.

Instead of' trying to reach it all the time·, during · the da;y's

activities, we keep two periods, every day in whiah t-o go there.
Likec the
story about the inhabitants, of a remot-e prov..i.nce in China, who wer-ec found:
by t 'hoge who v.isit-ed t'hem to be happier and more peaaei'ul. than anyone

they had ever met.
When one of them, a wise old' man, was· asked how this
could 'be, _ he replied, nThere iEr nothing- speed.al a.bout the way we live
it is; the sama as· ever;yone else.
who looks after us-.

But we ha.ve a very wonder:Ful king-

He never appears:· in puliiic, nor does- he make a-:rr:,-

laWlt or regulations, but each of us is allowed to visit his- palac:e eveiry
d~.
After seeing·· lii.m,, we are &ach S'O filled with his g'-J.)O-d inf'luenee
that every moment of' the d.ay passes in happiness.
And so our whole
life, is spent in peace,. n
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There is, if you remember, an idea of the system, that man is under four
different laws, the law of accident, the law of cause and effect, the law of
fate, and the law of will.

Some things that happen in our lives are

accidental, other things are due to the effect of certain causes, a third
category of things is due to fate,

and a fourth category to will.

Now there is reason to believe that these four laws that man is under have a
direct connection with dimensions of time.

The most obvious, perhaps, is the

law of cause and effect, which belongs to the fourth dimension, for it depends
on the sequence of events in time for its manifestation~ ,.

By comparison the

law of accident has no dependence on time, for accidents can happen to any of us
at any time, and their causes are not dependent on any sequence of events within
our control,

We might

perhaps ; say they belong - to ' the zero dimension.,

Our fate. i s not so easy: ·tq

understand - it controls the big events of our

life - the place of our birth and the hour of our death, our marriage, our work
in life, and things of that order.

It is precisely these things in our life

which are subject to recurrence, for they are fixed points, and in the ordinary
way are not able to be changed.
nothing is impossible.

But there is a way of changing them, for

They can be changed in the sixth dimension, by the

law of will.
What is meant by !will'?

Obviously not~ will - the will of the ordinary

mind, which feels itself to be the doer of all our everyday actions.

More

probably the will of some deeper part, which seems to come from beyond us.

One

only gets this feeling at certain specific times, and in certain specific ways.
and usually after it has happened.
work.

This is particularly true of creative -·

It was Rembrandt who said he never knew how his paintings had come into,:.

existence - it was certainly no;t his doing.

And many artists have experienced

the same thing, at least about certain parts of their work.
category of things which come under the same heading.

But there is another

When one has been doing

the meditation for some time one finds that, certain things pave changed.

T'hey

may be certain aspects of one's behaviour, or one's relation to other people, or
one's inner state, or even of one's external circumstances.
And when one
notices them, it is always accompanied by the same feeling of surprise - 'how
could this have come about?

It is certainly not !!!l. doing'.

The usual interpretation of will is that it comes from outside us - from God,
or from some higher intelligence, or however we like to put it.

But this is

not really an answer, for this intelligence is also within us, and if it is
within us and without, what can it really be?
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1

Everyth:µ).g hap-pens'

Man. cannot do. Everything happens. Some things happen.
ia tim.e - from day to day , from week to week an.d from. year to yearo tlt:n.er thing_a happen, in rec.urren.ce , again. and again ,. from lif.etime. to
lifetime ..
The things that happen. in. tim.e may be ac.cidental, or else
their causes are se.en and can. be traced.. But the things that happen in
recurrence are different..
Their causes are deeply hidden from us, and
often seem. unexpected, partic.ularly to others near us.
Often they
belo.ng_ t.o dreams , and until. they · ae~µ.atly happen. these. dreams can go
on again and again ,, lifetim.e after lifetime.
But when they do happen
they seem quite inescapabl.e ,. as if some hidden. force were guiding us,
rather like fall.ing in. lov:e.
Nobody else understands , when. one
falls in love u -•
Is there anything else - anything which doesn.•t just happen.?
When.Mr Ouspensky was asked this, h.e said that the ane thing which had
never happened be.f.ore was the. System...
So where do -we •:t-in.d · the
Systeia. - in which. d.irec.tion do. we look 'Z We look everywhere for the
s .p ec.s ,. but th.e s:pecs are on. the no.s.e all.. the_ tim.e . !

3/4
(slightly abridged from Vol VI 2/5-6)
.... Consider , for instance , how man lives under different laws. He lives
under the law of accident. And as accidents are unpredictable they
have no dimension - they belong to the zero dimension. So in this sense
man is a point - he is an infinitely small particle in a restless universe.
On the other hand he lives under various physical laws - laws
connected with his physical body, such as the law of gravity. In this
sense he is one dimensional - he is pulled by a line of force stretching
to the centre of the earth. And then he is alive - he belongs to the
earth's surface and is part of organic life. In this sense he is a two
dimensional being, and is subject to many different laws which
determine the environment under which life can be maintained. And
then he is a three dimensional object , and subject to the various laws
which determine his physical form. All these three orders of laws are
connected with the outward aspect of his existence - with the three
space dimensions ... of the diagram.
But the next three dimensions ... are connected with man's
inner life - with that part of his being which is not so readily seen. The
fourth dimension is concerned with the law of cause and effect, with
the line of passing time. If we do something now , the effect of what
we have done may show itself tomorrow , or next year , or ~any years
hence. And that is why it is impossible to alter certain things , because
their causes lie in the past. But the fifth dimension is concerned with
something quite different , which we call fate. Fate is quite a different
-thing from cause and effect - it belongs to recurrence rather thantime.
Certain things in life which have always been - the time and place of
our birth , our parents , our childhood , our marriage , the hour of our
death - all these things are under the law of fate , and in the ordinary
way they cannot be changed. When the law of fate becomes
uppermost in our lives we are sometimes aware of it. Instead of the
usual feeling of doing , it is as if something else had taken over - as if
everything was falling into place and happening in a prearranged way.
Such times may be very emotional , and often seem for the best. And
yet what choice is there? How do we really know? If we want choice if we want to be sure of our direction - there is only one alternative , to
live under the law of will. If we can learn how to live under the law of
will , many new things will become possible. For the law of will
belongs to the sixth dimension , and it can influence and control all
other laws to which man is subject. Even our fate can be changed,
if this is a necessary thing , and we can learn how to create new
causes in our life , and in this way alter the past. Many aspects of our
physical life, too, can be profoundly changed - many inherent
weaknesses of the body , and many functional disorders. Some
people maintain that we can escape the law of gravity , but this would
appear to need considerable application! Certainly the law of
accident can be avoided , at least in certain respects . But what does
it really mean , to live under the law of will? Whose will is it, and
where can it be found?
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TB"ll ma, can one take the diagram as life itself?
I es:', why note?

- 'rhen where does 1 ife be~in?"'
It cromes from the centre.

'l'he cen-tr--e is the' light' o:f c-onscriousneaz.

This~ light whicm flows:- fl"Om the centre ig, a-lways:- there.

Everything elf!re'

in the diagram is changing, but the light-- never e:hangeB", it iff' ail ways,
the,

ff'affifi'• .

You mean it is the same, even after death?

YeS) daath ia, only a s=tagec- in the cfov(I'lopmen:l:; of' our- life,.

It is:: not

an endJ but a beginning.
You mean it o:oincide:a· with the moment of aoncrept1on?
Ye~~ it is on the same mtdaal line.

Then what is:- tfue meaning of the radial linea in the diagram?
- They represent the eternal eristenc:e or· each moment-- in our lira.

They

are at right' angles to the line of the spiral - tlle line of time.

- So if every moment were cronneo.ted. with the centre, would that be
eternal li:fa,?
Yes:-~ it would mean there was no death.

So how do we make thiw ~-0nneciion?
Through the med:itation.

Every time we do the.o medJi tat ion we bring a.

little of this radiance from the c:entre into our everyd.8y life.
the two merge together and the light bee:omes fixed.

In time
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Could. you say what ha~pens-' in each spiral 7
Aboutt tha> inner spiral we know very li t'tle",, exc:ept that i il contains:, ifue:,
molecrular pattern or (['Ode on which our life is baaed.,

Then does the inner spiral deternrinac wha;t happens: in the' outer spiral?
YeS?, it' iEF like a miarofilm of' our life.

Each point on eacrh spiral

crorresponds:c.
- And when the germ crell ia: forme:d';

it <ronta'ins t ·hiSo paittemt on- ~oct~?i

- Yes,-, and when tha,, germ c:ell begins ito multiply and, d:iffemmitia:te tha,,
same> - · c:odlEF

iffi c:ontainedJ in each a:ell~

By point I in the out:er- spiral

tne f ornm of'' the body ia, already s:-ei;tled5t and" by point Z tile quic:kening
0

occurs.:: - the embryo becrornes alive---.

3 the ettild is bomi and' begins to bre=e:thEPr'
- Yes~ birth i~ a quite extraordinary event in 0n$'s- life

- And. at point

one is, mid:-denly

thrust into the world' of' time ..
And yet one remembers: nothing about i tt?

I wouldnt aay one remembers nothing

s:ome deeper part must surely know·.

One can aee- that in a newly born crhild.

I wonder what it actually knows?
It knowa· itself: am a grown up person, not a cc:hild.
- You mean ii;, nememb:ers- the: paai;?

- Yes:, but· it! cant tell one about it, because it hasnt y,ei learned how
to t:alk.
- And.1 byT the time it: learns te talk it ha-s:, already forgo'tten?
- Yea~ by tha:t time it is busy with other thing$ -

how· to behave: aS:' a- ~ildl.

iit is buey laBrning
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7/3 ) :_ ........ the numbers,ec{.on: th.e· sr,iral )

....,;•. indio:a-te a log~thmie · progression.

This s:imply means., that

the value of ti.me decreases as itime goes on - that as we grow older,
less ana.· less- happ.ens in each successive momen-t of' time.
At thebeginning of life, in the first few moments of' our e:d.ste:no:e, · an ,
eno~ous- amount of' change takes place in a very short period' of time-;
a1; the other extreme,- towards the end of life, very little happens art all.
And in between, the value, o:f nme is steadily decreasing.

But wha:f;

is

the basic: unit of' man•

s.

ti.me:t?

The basia.- unit: is- a.;
0

lunar monii'h of 28 days.
One.lunar month is the period, the ~hm
of' conaepti.on;
t'en lunar .months is· the :prena-ta.1· period in -t-he womb;
one hundred lunar months ie: approximately 1.he-, period of our childhood,
and one t:housand lunar months is t-he period' of life i vse1f.

Seen in this

WS?f

the different periods. of our lif'e take on a new,

and a very interesting meaning.

In 'real' time the prenatal period

iS' as:: long:· as the period of ohiildhood, and childhood. itself· is as long

as the whole of' our adult- lif'e.

How can this, be possible - is.: it-.

redly true?
Only our own ex:perienee ca:n tell us.,
( same detail. of lunar J:1.onth tines is included in the A.ppen.dix &
Index Vol)
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Then what happens at point 4 in the diagram?

- At point 4 the child is about one yea:r old,
t:0 live.

It is still learning how

Having get over the sheck of being borrr it is busy rediscovering;·

the joy of physical eristena~.
- And the disrromfort toe, I would imagine?
Yea, there is plenty of that.
But in-between one sees theo delighit
e~ming thr-ough - the crelight of being alive.

- A~d then I suppose the ~hild learn~ how to talk?
Yea,, around peint 5, which is about 3 years, old-••••
- But what ac.:tually llappena: during this period"?
Well, the spee<m c:entre develops of course.

But many ether things develop

too, in fact,, the child sometimes berromes quite:- intolerable.

- I wonder why that ia?
~ Tae personality begins to grow.
At this period we begin exploring the:psychological stl.tuation in which we f1.nd eurselves - trying things outt on
our parents, f:o:tt instance._
But what is the real func-1.:ion of personality?
- It is the outward expression of what we are-.
But what really are we?
I know..
One' begins-to a;S oneself- thi~ ques~tio-t't more anw ffiO-l!e-) a.$
adbleacencre appr0achoo, and that ia· perhapff' where the f:ifth d:imensian enters:,

-

Y1Hl',

our lifa...
You mean we begin to realise it a-11 happened be:f'or-~

Yes:---, a1f; moments perhaps,..

At thiS' age, all sorti:f of thinga,. are: happenincr

t0 u.s:: - wa are decr.itl.ing on a career,. our sJ3x life is, creve:loping, we are,
learning how i.to apply·ouraelve:s -!to serious-· work.

But there is-· aome.thi:ng:

els:& - something whiG:h k:ee-ps an making itself known tro us, .... the ever reroxrring:
que-s-tion "what is life for- - what is it a;l.1 about?"'.
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- How much d.o you think it is possible to find an answer tto that question,
du.ring· the last segmentc off 1;-he spiral?
- Point T iS? about I6 years:: oldJ, and point 8 is about 35.

The period

f:rmm point 6 to point 7 isr a period of' S:earc-hing, the period from point 7
to point 8

ia, a period @L finding; and the last period. f'-rom point 8 to

point 9 iSc a period of· re joic.ing over what we ha-ve n·ound:.

"Let him- who

seeks:--, not cease seeking until he find.a, and when he finds,- hff will bee
troubled, and' when he has been troubled, he will maxveL and he will rooign·
over- the A1.l" •
But isnt it largely a: question of r:ememl!lering?:
What I am speaking about is, not remembering

it is s-ornething whic:h never

happened3 befone ..
- You mean the system?
- Yes, and' the med~ta:tion.

The meditation belongs to the sixth d~mens:tl.on

it: iS" in a new ffiree:tion - a diree:tion at right angles i:o the. cir~J.e
of recu.rrenca..

- I dlont quite understand what you mean?
- Recurr-emrn is the same life, again and again.

The s:tl.rlh

aimens:ion

isc'.

something quita,new in our life - something we never pr-eviously e:rperienc::.e<ll.
So this period of our life really if£' a· voyage of· discovery?

Yes-,, many things are pos:s i ble - things one never drearqt about.

One~ has,

to r:emembe-r:- that the spiral c:ontains-: a great many unused' patterns - parts,
of the 0X>de whiah will crome int'.o operation if:· the light· is, all.owed tco
~ircml at a,.,

That is the real purpose of the me:ditation.
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- You said last time that when the inner and the outer worlds become one, our
highest aim is achieved?
- Yes, that is the practical importance of this teaching about the universe.
It is something we never understood before.
- How do you see it practically?
Well, think about the meditation.

By going inwards during meditation it is

possible to reach the causal level - the plac_e where everything is one.

During

the day this will influence all our actions.
But how does it influence our actions - what is the connection between the two?
In the place where everything is one all the laws of the universe exist
together.

In a way we cannot understand the purpose of our existence_ is

already known.
And so during the day we have only to carry out this purpose?
- Yes, the universal nature of things is felt in everything personal.
But I thought we had to give up the personal for the universal?
Oh no, there is nothing we have to give up.
Then what is it we have to do during the day?
Enjoy life - enjoy it to the full.
- But isnt there some special work - some discipline which would help?
No, that will prevent the natural flow of energy.
this method works.

Try to understand how

Energy belonging to the causal level is very potent.

A

little of it can have a very big effect.
You mean it is the kind of thing we cannot forget?
Yes, like being in love.

When you 3re in love you carry it around with you -

you dont have to keep on trying to remember you are in love.
- I think I see what you mean - it just comes naturally.
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- Tell me, is there an actual connection between the inner and
the outer worlds?
- Yes, the connection is memory.
There are different kinds
of memory.
On the physical level there is short term memory only We very soon forget what we experience because it goes into the past.
On the subtle level there is long term memory also ••• and so we can
remember things very clearly which happened a long time ago.
But
on the causal level there is no need for memory at all because
everything is I now'•
There is no. such thing as the past and
the future.
,
- You mean the whole of our life i s ' now 1 ?
- Yes, it is all there at once.
People often talk about living in the' now 1 - do you think
that is what they mean?
- I don't know - I often wonder what they mean.
What I mean
is not something within our direct control.
- You mean it comes naturally?
- Yes, as a result of the meditation.
But of course all three
kinds of memory can be going on simultaneously.

RECURRENCE - Four Bodies of Man

1/1-2

Recurrence - Four Bodies of Man , physical , subtle
causal and divine bodies controlled and influenced
by man's higher centres.

Originally a commentary on an earlier draft for the
Time enfoldment Papers which follow , this Paper
is here used as a 'bridge' to those Papers from the
preceding Physical, Subtle & Causal Papers.
It is also found in Vol IV 3/4-5 .

I
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In order to understand the significance of_ man's higher centrel!I'.,
one has t'o realise that each of them has its own sphere of influence.
We have been told that man contains four different bodies - the physical
body, the subtle body, the causal body and the divine body.

It is-: man's

higher centres which C'Ontrol and influence these different bodies .. t·hesex centre, with the moving and instinctive centres, controls the
physical body, the higher emotional centre c·ontrols the subtle body,
the higher mind controls the causal body, and the three higher centresworking together as one, control the divine body.
The sex centre, as we know, has a very big effec~ - and a very
beneficial one - on the well being of-the physical body, both on the
scale of mankind' as- a whole, and on each of us individually.

But it

may not be generally realised that the higher emotional centre, working
through the sympathetic division of the autonomic nervous system, hasan equally beneficial effect on the well being of our emotional and
psychological life - our subtle body - for it acts as a balancing force
between the sacral and cranial divisions.
The higher mind must play an equally important part on the cau~al
level - a part whiah is universal rather than personal.

When in man's

history, for instance, a great teacher appears, and is able, with a, few
realised men, to create a new method such as the meditation - a method
which is known, at that particular time, to be necessary for mankind
then one can say with assurance that this is the work of higher mind
work on the crausal level, for it is creating new causes amongst us all.
But the divine body, unlike the other three bodies, is above the
level of actions.

It is the place where things are conceived, before

they aume into being.

And like the Holy Trinity of the Christian

religion, on this level the three higher centres work together a~ one.
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RECURRENCE-Timee~o~me~

1/1-3

2/1-2

3/1-3

4/1-4

5/1

6/1-3

6/4-6

Recurrence I Time enfoldment - man as reflection of
the universe , united with cosmic law in meditation
as the individual bird with the whole flight . Recurrence
and times of the 4 Bodies of Man. Discovery of pure
consciousness.
Recurrence I Time enfoldment - idea of 'implicate order'
applied to time dimensions , becoming aware of full
content of moment through the meditation.
Recurrence I Time enfoldment - possibility of changing
the moment in meditation , impressions & movements .
enfolded, different laws of fifth dimension ( & of sixth?).
Recurrence I Time enfoldment - times of Man's centres ,
logical mind,moving & instinctive mind,higher emotional
mind and the higher mind in spiral diagram .
Recurrence / Time enfoldment - quotes from Gospel of
Thomas , and from P .D. Ouspensky on recurrence , ' where
did it go?'
Recurrence I Time enfoldment - Parallel times * , and
circle of time enfolded to show radial moments of 'now'
connected with central energy source.
Recurrence / Time enfoldment - quotes from "New Model"
illustrating time dimensions , diagrams again enfolded to
show connection with central 'now'.
* " ... though we are not aware of it, sensations of the existence
of other 'times' both parallel and perpendicular , continually
enter into our consciousness ... 11
New Model of the Universe 1934 p 428

Papers 1-5 were read during 1983-4 . Paper 6/1-3 is from
the (later?) 1970s . Paper 6/4-6 may be from the late 50s
or early 60s.
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Each of us is a reflection of the universe.

In the ordinary way we
cannot see that this is so - we can only see that the universe is out-side us.
Nor do we realise that this reflection of the universe exists, not only within
ourselves, but within every being, on every scale.

Every· complete being,

from the greatest to the smallest, is built on the same pattern as the whole
universe, and that is why the intelligence of the universe is contained in its
smallest part.
How is it that the smallest part of the universe follows

the same

direction in its growth and evolution, and combines with other parts to ensure
that this direction is maintained?

That is the point which has always

baffled. the scien.tists, for outwardly there is nothing to explain it.

But

actually it is part of the natural order of things, and it is only our logical
minds which cannot understand.

Just as a flight of birds can be seen to

move as a single whole, yet there is no visible connection between each
individual bird, so the laws and principles which belong to the whole universe
are enfolded, as it were, within its smallest part,. and if we wish to think
and feel a.nd. act in accordance with these laws and principles we have only to
find the universe reflected in us.
To find the universe reflected in us is no great task involving special
work or discipline.

It is not found by effort, but rather the reverse • .

Each individual bird in a flight does not make any great effort to maintain
its place, but how does it actually do it?
flight - it is really very simple.

By uniting itself with the whole

In the same way when we do the

meditation the individual part of our mind becomes united with that pa~t of
us which is universal, and to do this is also very simple, for if we follow
the mantra it will take us there.

Eventually all our actions will come

under the influence of this universal part of the mind, and then everything
we do is bound to be right - it cannot be otherwise.
Once we realise that the universe is reflected in us, it changes our
attitude to a great many things.

It has been said that there is nothing

that man can actually do, for everything that he thinks he is doing comes in
its origin from some higher influence outside us, far bigger than we are.
But when we realise that this higher influence comes from within us, that it
is reflected in us, and is what we really are, our whole attitude to life is
bound to change.

The question of doing or not doing does not arise any

longer, and all we have to do is to find the universe reflected in us, in
other words, to find ourselves.
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But perhaps a more important discovery related to this idea is connected
with recurrence.

If man is really a reflection of the universe, that

reflection is eternal - as eternal as the universe itself.

So man contains

a part within him which never dies - a part which is not subject to coming
and going, as the body is.

According to a very old idea - as old,

perhaps, as man himself - it is said thet man has

four different bodi es.

He has a physical body, which has a time span of some 80 years, but within
this physical body is a subtle body, within the subtle body is a causal body,
and withi n- it agai n, at the centre of everything is the divine body.

The

subtle body, according to our reckoning, must have a time span of 24 hours.
This means that it is actually reborn. every night, just as the physical body
is reborn every 80 years.

But the causal body has an even shorter time span,

for it is reborn every 3 seconds.

And the divine body, with a time span

of only some very small fraction af a second,, is virtually instantaneous ..in
i t s living and dying, or in other words it never dies.
What are these different parts of man's nature, and why is time so different
for each of them?

When we say that man is a reflecti on of the universe, it

is his divine body which makes up that

reflection, for it i s made of the same

material - the same substance - as the universe itself.
the quality of being constant, and yet ever new.

Like light, it has

But it is a mistake to try

to visualise or imagine it, for it can only be known by direct experience, and
this experience comes from the mantra, not in other ways.
as we said, has a life span of some 3 seconds.
a moment of conscious:.·e:xperi ence.

The causal body,

This period coincides with

Such moments are very shortlived, and in

the ordinary way much more infrequent than we think.

We think we are aware

of ourselves all the time, but actually this is not true.

~unctions can work

perfectly well quite independently of consciousness, and the subtle body, which
is mainly concerned with our psychological functions, is able to carry on
reasonably well on its own.

But life without consciousness is terribly dull

and borimg, and when our functions begin to work in the light instead of in
darkness everything takes on a new meaning, as we know from the effects of
the meditation~
So it is really a question of the extent to which consciousness penetrates.
Just as the light of the sun shines first upon the atmosphere surrounding the
earth, and then illumines the trees and forests covering the earth's surface,
finally reaching the dark recesses of shade beneath thei r foliage, and bringing
warmth to the earth itself, so consciousness is reflected in us, and reaches
different parts of our nature.

And as it becomes more and more bound to our

functions, it passes from the causal level to the subtle level, and f i nally

I
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reaches the physical body itself.

Only in its origin on the divine level

is it pure consciousness, unrelated to any object, and only on this level
is it eternal.
So in order to understand the meaning of recurrence we have first to
discover what pure consciousness is.

Only then shall we be able to

that there is really no such thing as death.
according to Thomas,

11

realise

As it says in the Gospel

Blessed is he who shall stanQ at the beginning, and

he shall know the end and he shall not taste death.
befbre he came into being."

Blessed is he who was
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This is a new and rather different approach to recurrence.
spea.k11:1g,

if you remember, about the idea of 'implicate order'.

We were
This idea

is attributed to the physicist David Bohm, who maintains that in order to
explain the interconnection between-_phenomena in the physical world one has to
assume the existence of a level of order in the universe which is not
At this level of ,

perceivable by the senses or by any physical apparatus.

order, which he calls 'implicate order', as distinct from the eocplicate order
which is discernible in the world around us, every part of the universe
contains the whole universe enfolded within it.

Ultimately, this idea

leads to the conclusion that the entire universe has to be understood as a
single undivided whole, in which separate and independent parts have no status.
This idea has many things in common with the Doctrine of Cosmoses, in fact
it may well be a point we have always missed.
with certain

j,,de~s in

It is also very much in line

'A New Model of the Universe', par:t.ii.cularly- the idea

that space expands or contracts according to the size of the reference body,
and yet it is all the same space.

But if the idea of implicate order applies

to the world of space, is it not equally true of time?

Can we not say, for

instance, that every moment of time contains the whole of time enfolded
within it?

And as the whole of time, for each of us, is our lifetime,

would this not imply that the whole of our life is contained in each moment
of time?

This would mean that both past and future are contained within

each moment, and that

is what determines the content of the moment - each

moment is determined by the whole of our time.
This may sound as if nothing could be changed.

But we are forgetting

that time, like space, has three dimensions, not just one.

Within each

moment is not only the whole of our time, but the repetition of this time
in eternity - its recurrence.

And beyond this again are all the unrealia:ed.

possibilities in our life - that which is 'eternally new.

All this exists

within each moment, just as it does in our life as a whole.
But why are we not aware of the content of the moment in the ordinary way,
and what would happen if we were?

Obviously our mind is not usually united

with that deeper place in us where the content of the moment exists, although
there is evidence that it does occasionally become so united, as for instance
during meditation.

But what happens if we are so united is not easy

say, because there are so many degrees of awareness.

to

Theoretically, if we

were fully aware of the content of the moment we should know the future as well
as the past.

We should also know the content of other lives - other

recurrences - and we should see many new possibilities opening up in front
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of us - possibilities which would make our lives quite different in certain
respects.
But what a lot of unnecessary complication is avoided by this idea~
question of 'before and after' for instance.
after' for everything is now.
reason.

The

There is no longer 'before and

Nor is there any need for memory, for the same

And concerning the question of memory after death, many difficult and

insoluble problems no longer exist.

If the whole of our life is

contained in

each moment, it will all be there at the moment of death, and it will all be there
at the moment of birth.

It is the same life - nothing goes away.

There is a very interesti ng corroboration of this idea in the Gospel
according to Thomas, which you may like to hear again:- .
"The disciples said to Jesus: Tell us how -our end will be.
Jesus said: Have you then discovered the beginning so that you enquire
about the end.?

For where the beginning is, there shall be the end.

Blessed is he who shall stand at the beginning, and he shall know the
end and he shall not taste death.
Jesus said: Blessed is he who was before he came into being.
The Gospel according to Thomas.
Log. I7 - I9.

So the idea of recurrence is much simpler than we used to think.
something we can actually experience here and now.
things we have to get hold of.

It is

But there are one or two ,

The first is that our lifetime is the only

time we have, and there is nothing outside or beyond it.

The second thing is

that this lifetime is enfolded in each moment, now, and that is what determines
the content of each moment.

And the third thing is that each moment could be

different, for it contains many new possibilities.

If it can be reached through

the meditation its content will change, and this will affect the nature of each
day.

If the nature of each day is different, the whole of our life will change.

That is the way the meditation works.
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The traditional way of thinking about recurrence is that our life, with
everything it contains, is repeated again and again.

When we die we are

born again, in the same house, of the same parents, and so, with certain
variations, our life is lived again.

But apart from occasional moments,

we cannot remember •••••
It was always said that this way of thinking of recurrence is only an
approximation.

Our logical mind cannot see it otherwise - we have to think

of it as happening in time.

But there is another way of thinking of

recurrence, which is simply this, that the whole of our life, with everything
it contains, is enfolded in each moment.

From certain points of view, this

is a ~better way of understanding recurrence, for it avoids time as a concept
altogether.
As a matter of fact, the idea that the whole of our life is enfolded in
each moment

is much more than an idea, it is literally true.

explains many things one has really known all along.
instance.

•

It also

About death, for

If the whole of our life is enfolded in each moment, where has

death got to?

The discontinuity of life has disappeared.

When people

die, they do not go away, nor are they parted from us, for they are always
there.
And then, abeut memory.

What is memory?

If one was aware of the

moment one woul~ know the whole of life directly, so where has memory got to?
No wonder no-one can e,xplain what memory is!
future as well as the past?
far from clear.

But would one know the

Theoretically yes, although this question is

Why is it we have no knowledge of the future, in the

ordinary way, as we have of the past?

In deeper parts of the mind, is there

no distinction between past and future

is it all there at o:u.oe?

Another unanswered questi on is whether each moment of

~~r

life can cl1.ange.

As the moment is not subject to the laws of time, it must be quite possible
for it to change, in recurrence, and as the whole of our life is enfolded in
it,

this might have much more effect than one thinks, both on our life as a

whole, and on any part of it, future or past.
through t he meditation • .•

One way it can change is

If you think about it you will realise that

when

you are doing the half hour you are not doing something else, so at least in
this respect the meditation has already changed the moment.

It will be a

different moment, maybe on a different level, and in any case not the moment
one would otherwise have had.
actually know it was different
changed it oneself.

And the strange thing is, one might not
one would certainly not think one had

r-
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But to return to the point from which we started.

The idea that each

moment contains the whole of our life enfolded in it applies to different
aspects of our life, as well as to life as a whole.
instance.

Take impressions, for

Each impression we receive contains all other impressions of the

same kind enfolded in it.

If we look out of the window and see a tree, our

impression.. of the tree contains all other impressions of trees, and the deeper
the impression the more trees of a similar kind are enfolded in it.
what gives our impressions depth, as every artist knows.

That is

What we are actually

seeing is not just a tree, but a kind of space-time solid of a tree, for we see
it in time as well as in space.
In a similar way one can think of a person ' .s movements.

Every movement

he makes - and this applies to inner movements as well as outer - every
movement contains all other movements of that kind enfolded in it.

They

are his movements - his own - and they, too, form part of _a space-time -solid.
Imagine, for instance, that one were to take a number of photographs of a
person's movements and superimpose them - one would obtain a composite
photograph - a photograph which contains both space and time enfolded in it.
In the same way the whole of a person's life is a composite photograph of
himself, enfolded in each moment like a microfilm.
the microfilm always the same?

Do

. The question ~~mains, is

we ever get completely new impressions, or

do we ever make completely new movements?

Yes, of course we do.

But

strangely enough they are not new, in the sense of being unknown, or like
someone else's, they are new in being more like oneself.

Usually the

microfilm is not complete - it is not what we really are.

But when it is

complete it is like coming home to oneself.
dimension, not the fifth.

That is the sixth

It is what is called self-realisation.

The icl~a that the whole of our life is enfolded in the moment is a way
of seeing things in the fifth dimension. .

The fifth dimension.' is a coinplet_1:ely

different world from the fourth, a world which none of us have really explored,
although recently science seems to be moving i:p: that directioh.

The world

of the fifth dimension is .actually -~ &er' different laws.
Some; of these
laws are connected with the principle of symmetry ·- - a pr:i,nciple which
Mr Ouspensky discusses in 'A New Model of the Univ1rse'.
Others are even
In the fourth d.imeris±on-, for il!_stance, the
more strange ancf illogica,l.
whole is equal to the sum of its parts, but in the fifth dimension each part
contains the whole.
In the fourth dimension events unfold along the line
of time - they follow a certain sequence.

But in the fifth dimension events

can influence both past and future, and can happen in different places
simultaneously.

And as regards time itself, we are used to thinking of

time as the sum of all the moments it contains, but in the fifth dimension
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this is no longer true, for the whole of time is contained in each moment.
is this principle which can help us to understand recurrence.
But what about the sixth dimension?

If the fifth dimension is under

completely different laws from the fourth, is the sixth dimension under
different laws from the fifth?
dimension be like?

And what would the laws of the sixth

That is something we have to discover from the

meditation, for the meditation works in the sixth dimension, which is why it
has such miraculous powers.

It
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The idea that our life is enfolded in- the moment- can be explained
very simply.

It is the wa;y the higher emot,i onal c,entre works.

The,

highen emotional c:en-ttr--e ha-s a different time - it works at a diffenent
speed' c'Ompared with our ordinary logical mind - so diff'erent tha-t the-, whole,
of our lif:e is only a :ffew sec:onds..

That sounds imposs:-i ble·..

Buit theru

there are many things which sound impossible to the-~ log,ical mind,, ancL tnough
we cannott experiena:e this- differene,-e in time dsirec.t ly, we c:a.n sometime-as
get cdos:er· to the higher· emotional crentre itself - cidos=e enougti t to experiencc:e
something of:" what it is, likEf.

And when this happens· everything is:

d·ifT e.r-enii.

The main cmaracteris-i;ic· of the higher- emotiona:l eentre is that it is
crompletely free from anything · negative,.
this means:-.

It is· difficult to imagine wha:t

Fo:rr one thing•; it has an extraordinary c-leansing · or curative,

effec:t on, the whole system, which may wall be the inner meaning: of:' the:, story1
about Chrirl cleansing the Temple..

And at the same time it brings with iit

unbeliewable happiness - happinescs which is all the more ~traordinary,, for
being unrelated t1.-o ext:ernal d.rc:umstances.

But a third characteristic;

is that it has a c:ompletely dif"f'erent approach to the idea of death.

No-ft

ha-ving any negative side, it cannot see anything negative in dying - on the>
contr-ary, it s:ees it as a t ,ime of r:ejoicing - rejoicing in the fact tha-t

aJ

new life is beginp.ing - a life fl'eed firom the suffering· ofi: the lif.e before.
Nor can there be any los:a- to others, in ccy-ing,
0

go away, but c:omes mush nearer.

f:or

the, one:, who d,i es:; d'oe.:a: no:it

So how can there., bee- any s:orrow?

The idea of. mani's higher centres, and particularly the icfea that they
work at a quite different speed from his ordinary centrea:, is, one ofthos;e
extraordinary piea:es of" ~nowledge belonging to the system whic:h one <rouil.d
never have hoped: too discover from any other sourc.e .
the fact that the actual speeds were known.
inner spiral in the diagram to be a moment.

Even more amazing; is,.

(see diagram)

Imagine the-

To the logical mind' the,

moment contains about 3 s:econds worth of time - long enough to t!ake,
breath.

a, di(rel)

But t 'o the moving and instinctive minds the same - momen~- contains

some 24 hours worth of time, as, wa know when we take a glass of whis1c;y;r, f'or
instance, and notice how quickly we fee·l its- effec:tS<.

To the higher:

emotional mind the same moment actually c:ontains a whole lifetimes's worth~
of rocpe-rienc:e, and as we s:aid earlier on, everything in our life is , enfold.Jed:
in it-, and exists in perpetual repet',i t.ion.

The log,ical. mind cannot follow

thi~, anro ao Pall$ ba:ek on memory as the only poasible explanation.
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But for the liigher mind, incredihle as it may seem, the same, momentcontains an infinit$number of lifetimes.

This mean$ that the moment-,

with everything it contains-, exists, for ever, and there is no death.

And

yet it is· the same moment - the monient our logical mind is experiencn:ing
now.

It is· not in a, different place or a different t-irna.
What are these different minds really like in themselves?

It is1

difficult to know without experienc:ing them, but they are, in facrl,.,
c.--omplete1y difd:':erent worlds - as di:f:ferent, one from -the other, as theworld: of. nature is, to the world of ma:n, or the planets·

~~,

ito· nart.1Ute,.

or the sun is to the pl_anet~•• And like these dif:.ferent· worlds, they- eac:hc
have their own lifre

anw

:the:d.r· own· ttima- - a time whim is actually · the

for the great worlds outside us aa, it is to t:-hem.
for instance, which fielong$ t:-o

man:~s:.

S'8llle.'

To the logical mind:,

time and knows no othetr, we-, liv:e for

80 years', and then die-, and d5ifficul'rt as it is to believe, we are 'Born;
0

again in the s·ame house,, of the same parents,,. and lire another lifa, very
muc:h the same.

We realize, too, if we t 'h ink d'E reply about i-tt, that we· haV,e?

already lived· other lives very like this one, 'tlut can remember nothing
But to the> moving and instinctive minds,,. which be:long; ito

about them..

naa'ture,•s-; time-, lifer is · completely d1if:ferent.

For one, thing,

~

Dte:mory.: is

much c,los·e r and more immediate - instinctive memories- of croi:Ldhood,., . fear
instanc:e , are

as,

vivid as yesterdau.

And than there are many things, whieh

b·o th the. instinc:tive and the moving: minds can remember in recurremre - many
movements, for instanc.e, which do not have tio be learnt..

But the higher

emotional mind is jus_i; as d 1ifferenrt;: again, . for its, time c:orresponds to that
of the planetary world.

Orn this s.-e:aleo -the whole: of man 1 iJs l:i,f~ tID

a::ontained. in, each moment, which means that our whole> litre · is:. alw~a; _tihe-re,.
It :ffollOW$

that everyone we have known in our life - everyone c.loae to us

ia, always:; with us:.

.

Aiid.1 eve#thing:; we,

it doeff not dlisappear.
of

I

treasure mos:l,r in life is with us too)

Perhaps-; it is: this, which explains· the f:ee'1i:ng;

croming home,• •.
And then the-re is:, highe:r mind.

c:.orresponds' t'o that of the

3'1lll-.

The time which belongs to· higJ1er mindJ
On this s-c:ale' each individual liffo mus~.

have little importance, for it is ~oo small.

It must be the repeatad

pattern of our lifie which matters·, and the pos:sibility of:' chang,e , in our
recurr-ence:-'.,

Like a vibrating string - it is, not each separate> vibration )

it is the sound of: the whole string.

And when the string: vibrates. in

harmony with the, universe, only then is man's liffe fulfilled.
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(Ahridg_ed "from.. Volur::.e. IV ,4/l0-ll) • ••• the whole of our life, hoth past

and. future, are enfolded in each moment; now.

When one realises this,

as one sometimes does, it comes as a tremendous relief.

All one's

thoughts about the past and. the future, with a;ll. _the negative asso<riations,
c .onnec:ted with them, suddenly disappear.

For there really _!E. no past

and future - everything is ,!!2!:!. • • ·•·•
••• The.Gospel according

to

'.l'homas has -some ve'ry _int-eresting- ref'ere-11ces,

to Dirth and de-ath:.and the crontinuity of- 11,f"e:.

The Gospel begins-:-

·"These are the seQXe't ::words- _r;hich the livi:p.g J esU:S spa:ke- and Dictymus:
Judas:,; Thomas wrote.

And: He sa1.d:: Whosoever f'.ind.k- the · explanation of thes.:e

words:-• will ·not taste death."

A few verse·s lc>.ter one reads; "Jesus s--aidi:

The man old _i1~ cl"ays will not hesita~e: i to a~ a . littie child of seven d.ays
about the plac_e of life, and he· will . live.

Fbv._many who are fi:nst·. s~all

bec-ome last, and -they shall become a single one.".

And then later

comes the quotation we read the other day, which explains much more clearly-

wha$ this last sentence means.
how our end· "t- till be.

Te:11 us

Jesus said : Have you then discovered the beginning

so that you enquire about the end?
shall be the end.

"The disciples said! to Jesus:

For where the beginning is:-, there

Blessed is he ·who shall s.te.ttd: at the beginni~ _and

he shall know the end and he shall not taste death.

. Jesus said: Ble:ssed

is he who was before he ~ame ini;o being."

One may compare these sayings with P.D.Ouspensk:y's words on the same
subjec;t :-

"The study of recurrence must begin with the S'.'tudy of

cli.ildren's minds, particularly before they begin to speak.
c:ould. remember this time they would remember

Yfilcy

If ~hildren

interes;ting things ·.

unfortunately, when they begin to speak they become real children
forget a;fter

su

months or a year.

and;

But

they

I:f they crould do so they would

remember themselves such as they were when grown up.

They were not

children at all;

I:f they crould:

then, later they became children.

remember their ear-ly mentality it would be the same- mentality as grmm up
people have.

That is what is interesting."

The Gospel according to Thomas was only discovered in I945, in Uppea-

I959 -- to.o late-, of course:,, for Ouspensky
It~ origin goes back as early, perhaps as I40 A.D.

Egypt, and was not published till

to know of it.

Later on, when Christianity began to deve>lop, the idea o:f recurrence seems:
to have gone underground.

What happened?

Where did it go?
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(Extrac.ted f rom VoL VI Further Papers 3/L-4)

•·•·•-The-· beginning· .of· a- new approach to queS'tions of time, comes from ,

the combination- - the·· putting: together - o:r· two ideas.

Both these'

ideas are discussed' at s:ome length by P.D.Ouspensky· in- his: book,..
A New Mod:el of' the: Universe.
The first ide~ is that

or· the

existence of' parallel times - an

idea which· was illustra-ted in his· book by- the diagram: shol-m beJ:.ow:-

NOW

:BEi.i'ORE •••

lbj2.

NOW

NOW

NOW

now

NOW

N0\-1

now

...

.,.,,.,.

NOW

NOW

According to this idea there exist,. parallel to the time with
whic.h we are a;ll familiar, · other times· m:uming concurrently with it·...
Thes-e · parallel lines: of time are- intersected by moments of· 'now' •.
In each moment·, 'now', there are certain, possibilities, but onlyone of these possibilities is · actu.ally realised: in each moment· of'
our time.

The othe::t"' possibilities exist along parallel lines· of·

time .. about which of course we ·know little or nothing~ although
they mey affect our lives· in a number of· weys.
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The sec.end. idea, which is discussed· a little later in the book,
is that time is a c-irc-le - that life itself is a circle,, in whic-h the ·
moment· of birth coincides with the .moment of death, and that outside·
this· eirc-le there is- no other t ·ime - nothing but the existence of
other circles belonging to other liv-es, other people· and other·
living beings than ourselves, some of whic-h int-ersec-t with our lif•e ,
and affect it· in one wey or another.

This idea was illustrated in1

his book by the following diagram:-

. .

\

/

\
-.........

---Wow suppose we put these two diagrams together - suppose we
take · the first diagram and bend· it round: into a circ:le,. so that
all the parallel times, the parallel lives, are circles, and· every
moment·· of birth coincides· with each moment of death - ,·re arrive at
a figure of · the following kind:-
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BIRTH°

- --By putting the two diagrams toge-t;her we have arrived a-t a third

factor- -

~

£aotor-whicli neither of."the two diagrams contained on
The· parallel times- of the firs-t diagram have not-r got a.

its· own ..

certa.i.n orientation - they exist in closer and c-loser proximity·to

the aentre.

In fact, they eventually reach the centre itself..

the. moments· o:f· 'now

1

,

And

l-rhic-h in the first diagram were at right angles

to- the lines· of'• paraJ.le:1.. time-, have- oec'Ome a series· of· radial lines,.
emanating :from the· central point.

What do these radial lines mean?

We have said on a previ~s- occasion that the c·irc-le. itself': may be
regarded as a cosmos, a ~omplete en~i-ty or-world, existing· in its· o-wni
space- and its

Ol·m

time.

In this case, the cosmos· we are considering

is- man-, and the- poini; at the c-entre is the source within, liim· from
whic-h energy rad.iate_s

subsequent evolution.

the energy required :for his creation, and
The·ra.dial lines, emanating :from this· centrai

sourc:e, indi.cate the flow of'. energy outwards- , and cronversely, the f'lcrw
of energy inwards, for energy moves- always in oo-th directions.
:But in· this ins-tanc:e we- axe- ca-11:ing these radial lines, 'moments

of now'.

How is- the moment· 'now' oonn-ecrted: with energy?

If' we

c-ould unders-tand this we should. understand i,he- meaning: of time ........

- -- - --

- - --

-

-

- - - --

- - -- -- - -- --

- --

-

- -- ---

-
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A Mew Model of the Universe, p.426 & 4!7:- 2nd Ed.1934-

"If \."9 -ta.'4.:e a threo-dimemsional body as a po~, the line o~ the exist.once
or motion of thie point will be a line of -the :f'ounh dimmlsion. 11
11

Let us talr~ the line of time as we usually eonceive it. n-

Before

l
The li..l'l.e det.ermined °b".f the three points •b~f'Q,raj ttnow 11 ,

11

11

af'ter1t, is a line

of ~he fourth dimension.ff

11

1.et us imagine eevel'al lines perpendicular to 'this ·tine.,

b&tore-now-e.:f't.er

Tb.&se lines, ea.eh of which designates now for a given moment~ will expre ss the
p•rpet.ueJ. existane~ or past and possibly ot future moments. · ii -·
N'.)W

snd

mw

row

row .

I6I2

-m2

1812

9I2

l6I2

I2

1812

1912

2'12

t6!2

17,12

812

1912

2'12

[6I2

I7I2

I8I2 ·

r912 -

:X6I2

iI7I2

:1:812

:I9I2

moment ha.a ·suoh a line of perpetual

ff{!fry
-:1

row

This is the fi:f't.h dimension~.

12 '-

~12
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And on i?• 4,fi>:
ff

We try to ley- out t.h~ ldlole space of time on ·OM· line of the great ti~

which is general for $Verybody and e v e ~ .

Bu.t this is an. illusion;

general

ttseparate tiu-ie is alira;ys a eompleted eirole,. .- •• ~ But.. a circle requires
two co-o.rdinates ........ if the sacon.d dimension.

of time is «ternfty, this me&"'ls. that eternity- en+..ers into every circle of
&V(!J.'J:'J monMmt of

the cirele of t.ime. ·

Et..ernity is the eurvature- of tinle.
And if

oth(ltr cloood.

time

into
and/

Et.el"rli t,y

w• imagine time as a oirole or as any

mu.•v"s aterri..it.:v will aignify eternal movement. along this

C't.UV~ ~

~rne.l

repatition, ~te:rl'\..al reoorrer.c@.n
~The fifth diMnsion is mov~nt 1n t,he circle, repetition, recurrence ••• "
1:he sixth. dimension. .is the w~ out of the circ,1e 11 ) ~ - ·
(End of 'New Model.' CJ.UOtes.) ·

( 111

·

Suppose m, l~e th& sixth dim.&nsion out. of. it fo'P the ~ms it ~ds olear
that, by -ta.ldng t.he line of the f'm:trth dimension and bending it into a. ()i:rcle.,. one

But suppose we take a line
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\'hat do thttee r~al line-at ~an?

sixth dimension?

t.h& perpetual

npnant the

They· a:re certainly not the

exist&Me of · ••h
~~l

~

Have t ~ not beoome lines of th&
~

u tl1ey were Mf'on, and they

of t .im.a, \hey ha.v& 'beo~ lines whiah

exist~ of $Wm:l't,y - etemi:t.y- wh;ie.h enfA.re i.nto

t~ eirele of time.

This is just worde;

but if you look at. t.hem

culrefully yoo. ._ s~e;thing f!Jt.?'a.nge a.bal.tt them - as the)" ~ r g e

thl!lJ"

8J$1',

closer ·to· ea.oh<~~~;

Each a:i.cceseive rl.r.g

h.af4 ~re

of time ftist.a to~h~r~

in other word.a t..he value
:em@l"

ff&r:f

t.owars•

t..1le ~"ltn

of tS.. is cmmging.

ov~r tyt9, llnd at. the etmtn i,tself the Whole

RECURRENCE - Body, Soul and Spirit

1/1-7

Conversations on time, repetition and eternity.

These Papers are also found in Vol I and were
completed in the later 1960s:
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- Whatever happens to the body, whatever happens to the soul,
the spirit never changes - it never disappears.
- You mean when we die it survives?
Yes, the spirit belongs to eternity.
Then what happens to the soul when we die?
It is born again.
- You mean in heaven?
- No, I mean here, on earth - at the same moment, on the same
day, in the same house.

The soul belongs to repetition - but

the body belongs to time.
- :But how can the body belong to time, if the soul belongs to

repetition?
- Everything in the body comes £rom time - it comes from the
past - from our parents, our ancestore·.

And further back still,

it grows from long periods of' evolutionary time, over thousands
and thousands of years.

:But the soul does not come from the past?

No, the soul belongs to the present - it grORS from each
moment of 'now'.

Every moment in our life belongs to the

soul - it is repeated again and again.
- .And the

spirit is above repetition?

- Yes, the spirit is above movement - it is above time and
repetition.

4'he spirit is everywhere, always.

- You said just now that the body belongs to time and the
soul to repetition?
- Yes, and the spirit belongs to eternity.

- But how can these three exist together, when each is so different1
- That is the great question - that is why there are so many
different theories about life after death.
- You mean there are different points of view?
- Many

different points of view.

different people.

It looks quite different

to

To one who lives in the body, for instance

whose life is taken up with everyday things - life exists only
in time.

He is born, he lives, he grows old, he die& - that is

all there is to it.

:But to one who has known something more,

life is a different matter.
- How is it different?
- He knows something in him will survive, which he calls the
soul, but he may not understand wb.a t it is.

UauSally he thinks

the soul will erlst separately from the body after death.
- You mean in eternity?

- Yes, but he does not realise that eternity exists here and
now in

~

lif'e - it exists in each moment of time and repetition.

What is more, it will always be there.

But will the soul

remember how to find it, from one repetition to the next?
- One thinks of eternity as a place where nothing changes - where
things are eternally the same.
- Yes, but where could such a_ place really be?

And how can one

think of. it as always the same, when lif'e is eternally different?
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_ But when people die, why do they have to be parted from

us - why do they go away?

- They are not really parted :from us, nor do they go awa:y.
- You mean death ma.Ices no difference?

- It makes no dif:ference - all our connections with them remain.
- What do you mean by connections?

- When one feels close to someone.

Sometimes death makes one

closer - it makes our connections with ~hem stronger than ever
before.
- And is this the spirit?

- Yes, it is the spirit in which these connections erlst.
But when people

di•,

doesn't the soul

go

away? ._

It makes a new bAginn1ng.
- And sooner or later it returns?

- Yes, its circle is l~od wi~ our own.
- But ii' we a.re connected with it by the spirit, does it ever
really disappear?
- It never really ttl.sa.ppears if' the connection is strong enough.

Then how can we make the connection stronger?

'.alrough the meditation ..

1'h.e meditation works on the level

of spirit.

- And i:f the connection were strong enough, would we lose the :feeling
of being separated?
- Yes, it is this feeling of' being separated that ea.uses so

muc.h su:f:fering.
- You mean this suffering is unnecessary?

- Yes, it is unnecessary.
us when they die.

People a.re not really separated :from

~eir life is always there, just as our life

is a.lw~s there, a.nd all our connections with them remain.

what need can there be for sufiering?

So
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- From tho point of view of the body, the body exists in time,
the soul exists in time, and the spirit exists in time.

Everything

for the body exists in time.

- You mea.n there is nothing else?
There is nothing else, from the body 1 s point of view.
~en how does it appear to the soul?
- From the point of view of the soul, the body is reborn·aga.in
and again, the soul is reborn again and a.gain, and the spirit
is reborn again and again.

Everything is repetition for the soul.

- And how does it appear to the spirit?
- From the point of view of the spirit, the body exists eternally,
the soul exists eternally, and the spirit exists eternally. Everything
is eternity for the spirit.
Then which o:f these three points of.' view is the right one?
They a.re a.11 the right one - each point of view is right •
0

.But surely one is more correct than the others?
If' you walk over the surface of the earth it is flat;
look at it from above it is round;

if' you

but if you could see it from

far enough away it would look like a point - like one of the stars.
So which point of view is the :right one?

- Yes, I begin to see wbe.t you mean ••••
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- But hmv can we escape the laws of time and repetition?
The laws of time a.nd repetition are part of the structure
of the universe - why should we want to escape them?

Then what is their proper function?

If it were not for time, we should be unable to enjoy the
infinite variety of the world in which we live.
- How do you mean?

- If the infinite variety of the world were to be put before us
all at once, our minds would be unable to receive it.
- You mean time enables us to experience it bit by bit?
- Yes, it is time that enables the changing aspect of the world

to unfold before our eyes.

Time is concerned with the newness,

the everchangingness of things.

Ii' we can learn how to make

friends with time, a new way of looking at the world will be
revealed to us •

- And what is the :purpose of repetition?
- Just as time enables us to see things along their length, so
repetition enables us to see things in breadth.

The breadth

of a thing depends on the number of times it is repeated in eternity-.

- You mean the number of times it has happened be:fore?

- If you like to put it that we::,.

Certain t~ngs have a great

deal o! breadth in our lives - they have always been there and

will a.lw~s return again.

significant.

Other things are not so broad, so

They may a.ppea.r in one life, but not in another.

They are more variable, more uncertain.

- And do things a.lso have depth?

- Yes, the depth of things is concerned with something quite
dif'ferent - it is concerned with a new direction - a direction

unknown either to time or to repetition.
-YOti mean things which never happened before?

- !ea, new possibilities in life - things which have never before

been realised.

- Then is our li:fe always w1 th us?

- Yes, it is always here - there is nowhere else!
- :But if life is alw~s with us, why dont we get very tired of it?

- Some people do - they get very bored with life.
- :But is there nothing we can change?
- Yes, everything £!!:!!. be changed.

:SU t why change anything - what

do you want to change?
- Many things.

Suffering, for instance, and things that bring

suf":fering to others.

Wrong actions, wrong attitudes, wrong ideas ••

- These are easily changed.

- :But haw?
- Through the meditation.

'lbings of this kind are not essential

to lif'e - they can be dispensed with very easily.

fut generally

speaking there is no need for anything to be changed.

- But

wb,y

is this?

- :Because everything needed for the fulfilment of life is already
there.

Tau have no idea how wonderful life could be, even if it

were only partly fulfilled.

We live and experience only a tiny

fraction of what our life really is.
- Then how do we :find the rest?

- Through the spirit.

When the spirit circulates in us it can

connect us with all the other possibilities in life - the ones

which have never yet been realised.
- And it is this which has the taste of perpetual newness?
- Yes, it is this which comes from the _meditation.

1/?

-

Then is the spirit on a higher level than the soul. and the body?

- Yes-, the spirit is above the level of functions.

- What do you mean by functions?

- Thoughts, feelings and sensa.ti.ons - everything to do with our
psycho1ogy - the spirit is above a11 that.

- '!'hen how does it actually work?
- Like tumtng on the light 1n a dark room - it illumines that

which is already there.
- You mean it brings emotion?

- Wo, it is not emotion - it is bliss.

- .But what is the difference?
- One is a function, the other a state.
- And are

there dif'f'erent degrees?

- Te.s, di:f:ferent degrees - different levels.

When it is absolute,

the spirit is beyond our experience, but when 1 t falls upon some
part o:f' us, it brings consciousness.

.And when it brings

consciousness, we e:xperi-ence bliss.
- And when it falls upon our functions, do we become more aware

of them?
- Yes, they begin to work quite dif'f'erently - they work in the
light instead of' in darkness.
- Then how can we find 'this light - how can we :find the spirit?
- By turning away from the objects it illumines, and finding the

source from which 1 t comes.
- And this is what the medi ta. tion does?

- Yes, the meditation enables us to turn towards the spirit.

It

is by doing the meditation that we become filled wi-th the s~t.,
more and more.

RECURRENCE-Epilogue

Further Extracts from P.D.O. on the subject of recurrence
.... Life has to be repeated , there cannot be only one life. Try to understand
the design of life. You cannot understand it if you think of a straight line , and
if you think of circles you find that your brain cannot take it in. Everything
living - organic life , people and so on - live and die . and in some mysterious
way we do not understand this makes circles ; these circles are connected
with other circles and the whole design of life is the outcome of it. Everything,
every small unit , turns and turns in its circle , because everything must go on
existing. If a gap appeared , the whole structure would be destroyed ....
.... The study of recurrence must begin with children's minds, particularly
before they begin to talk. If people could remember this time , they would
remember very interesting things. Unfortunately, when they begin to talk,
they become real children and after six months ·or a year they usually forget.
People very seldom remember what they thought before that , at a very early
age. But psychologically it is a fact that in very early memories of childhood and sometimes people remember things at the age of a few months - they
already have a mentality , a certain understanding of people , places and
things. How can we expect children that have been born so recently to have
all this material? Our mentality grows quite slowly, but some children have
a grown-up mind. They are not children at all ; then later they become
children. If they remember their mentality of early infancy , they see that it is
the same mentality as grown-up people have. That is what is interesting ....
.... in my own experience I met with some very interesting things. Also some
people I knew had very interesting recollections of the first years of life , and
they all had the same impression , that their mentality was not a child's
mentality or a child's psychology. Do you see what I mean? They had a
ready mind , with quite grown-up reactions and a way of looking at people
and recognizing them , such as could not be formed in the course of six
months of unconscious life .....
(these quotes - and those of the Prologue - are frqm The Fourth Way. The
next extracts are from a copy of a wartime letter to London which Colin kept
with his papers on recurrence.)
.... Speaking briefly I want to ... put particular stress to the idea of eternal
recurrence .... I see in future a possibility of adding some new points to the
programme of ( The Study ) Society - a kind of psychical research group
connected with the idea of recurrence. And even apart from that I find that
this idea gives very good material for talk. On this idea people can learn
to think and to speak ..... You see, my line is that even theoretical , quite
intellectual , knowledge of these questions change(s) things materially for
people. It sounds like a paradox, but it is true and it may affect larger circles
of people.

~
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